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ALL APPEARANCES WILL BE BY ZOOM 

For matters where an appearance is required, the parties should appear by Zoom unless told to 

appear by another method. For all other matters, if argument is requested appearances will be 

by Zoom.  

Please email Dept9@contracosta.courts.ca.gov and opposing counsel by 4:00 p.m. if oral 

argument is requested and include specification to be argued. 

Zoom hearing information 

https://contracosta-courts-

ca.zoomgov.com/j/1602392251?pwd=WmE4bG5iK0J3WWtTOHpteVBjRlBMQT09 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

    

1 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  L22-01602 
CASE NAME:  GOLDMAN SACHS  VS.  LYNDELL JINKS 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT  
FILED BY:  GOLDMAN SACHS BANK USA 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 

 
Before the Court is an unopposed motion for summary judgment filed by plaintiff, 

Goldman Sachs Bank USA. The motion for summary judgment is granted. 

Background 

Plaintiff’s complaint alleges that defendant failed to repay money owed for an 
accepted loan. Defendant did not ultimately remit payment for $4,622.66 on the account. 
The facts presented in support of the motion indicate defendant has failed to pay this 
amount under the parties’ agreement. 

These facts are supported by the declaration of Tanna Hicks, and the supporting 
exhibits included with it.  

No opposition has been filed by defendant.  

Standard 

A motion for summary judgment shall be granted if all the papers submitted show 
that there is no triable issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 
judgment as a matter of law. (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c (c).) In determining if the papers show 
that there is no triable issue, the court shall consider all of the evidence in the papers, except 
that to which objections have been made and sustained, and all inferences reasonably 
deducible from the evidence, except summary judgment shall not be granted by the court 
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based on inferences reasonably deducible from the evidence if contradicted by other 
inferences or evidence that raise a triable issue as to any material fact. (Ibid.) In ruling on the 
motion, the Court must view all of the evidence and inferences reasonably drawn therefrom 
in the light most favorable to the opposing party. (Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 
25 Cal.4th 826, 843.) 

Even where a motion for summary judgment is unopposed, or the opposition is 
flawed, the Court cannot grant summary judgment unless the moving party meets its initial 
burden. (See Johnson v. Superior Court (2006) 143 Cal.App.4th 297, 305 [trial court order 
granting summary judgment reversed despite lack of timely-filed declaration that was proper 
under CCP § 2015.5 because unless defendant meets his initial burden, summary judgment 
cannot be granted “even if the opposing party does not respond sufficiently or at all.”].)  

A moving plaintiff is not required to disprove any defenses asserted, but must 
persuade the Court there is no triable issue of material fact as to each element of each cause 
of action. (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c(p)(1); see also Aguilar, supra, 25 Cal.4th at 849-850, 853.) 
If the plaintiff meets this burden, then the burden shifts to the defendant opposing the 
motion to show one or more triable issues of material fact exist as to each cause of action or 
defense. (Ibid.) 

Discussion 

A breach of contract requires: (1) the existence of the contract, (2) plaintiff's 
performance or excuse for nonperformance, (3) defendant's breach, and (4) the resulting 
damages to the plaintiff. (Oasis West Realty, LLC v. Goldman (2011) 51 Cal.4th 811, 821.)  

Here, plaintiff has established the contract and has attached the documents 
comprising it. Plaintiff has also established that defendant has failed make payments 
in compliance with its contractual obligations, and defendant consequently owes damages 
as a result.  

Plaintiff is awarded damages in the total sum of $4,622.66.  Plaintiff’s counsel shall 
prepare a judgment for these amounts and submit it to the court. 
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2. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-00056 
CASE NAME:  GULINGAN  VS.  SU 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY:  SALVACION GULINGAN 
 
            Code of Civil Procedure § 437c(b)(2) provides: “An opposition to the motion shall be served 

and filed not less than 14 days preceding the noticed or continued date of hearing, unless the court 

for good cause orders otherwise.” Here, the opposition was filed on February 28, 2023, with a hearing 

date of March 6, less than the required 14 days. As a result, the Reply was filed on March 2, 2023, less 

than the required 5 days before the hearing.  (CCP § 437c(b)(4).) 

            The late-filed briefs did not provide the Court with adequate time to prepare for issuing a 

tentative ruling on March 3, 2023. Therefore, the motion is continued to March 20, 2023, at 9:00 a.m. 

 
 

 
  

    

3. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL21-02343 
CASE NAME:  JPMORGAN CHASE BANK  VS.  ARON LOPEZ FUENTES 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
FILED BY JP MORGAN CHASE  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 

    

13. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL21-01708 
CASE NAME:  WELLS FARGO BANK  VS.  WILFREDO GOMEZ 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS  
FILED BY:  WELLS FARGO BANK, NA 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Plaintiff’s motion for judgment on the pleadings is denied without prejudice for failure to 
serve as required by Commissioner Dashman on January 9, 2023. 

  

  
    

4. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-2463 
CASE NAME:  JANICE LEE HANSEN, TRUSTEE  VS.  DOROTHY FRIBERG 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL DECLARATION OF ABANDONMENT OF MOBILEHOME  
FILED BY:  JANICE LEE HANSEN, TRUSTEE 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

The petition is denied without prejudice for failure of service of the petition pursuant to Civil 
Code section 798.61(c)(1). 
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5. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-2464 
CASE NAME:  SKYLAND PROPERTIES  VS. FRED LACKEY, JR. 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL DECLARATION OF ABANDONMENT OF MOBILEHOME  
FILED BY:  SKYLAND PROPERTIES, LP 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

The petition is denied without prejudice for failure of service of the petition pursuant to Civil 
Code section 798.61(c)(1). 
 

 

 
  

    

6.   9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N23-0117 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE    
FILED BY:  PARK MANAGEMENT CORP. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Petition for approval of compromise of claim is approved.  No hearing required.  (Pearson v. 
Sup. Ct. (Nicholson) (2012) Cal. App.4th 133, 1337-1338). 

 

 
  

    

7. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL18-00700 
CASE NAME:  STATE FARM  VS.  ANGELA DEARBORNE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE DISMISSAL AND ENTER JUDGMENT  
FILED BY:  STATE FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 

 
Plaintiff withdrew motion, so the hearing is vacated. 
 

 

 
  

    

8. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-00696 
CASE NAME:  PAUL E. DAYTON CORPORATION  VS. HARTLEY CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL  
FILED BY:  (Counsel For) HARTLEY CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Appearance required. 
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9. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  L22-02509 
CASE NAME:  DEBT MANAGEMENT PARTNERS  VS.  KEVIN DUDLEY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION AND STAY PROCEEDINGS  
FILED BY:  KEVIN DUDLEY 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Defendant’s unopposed motion to compel arbitration in accord with Code of Civil Procedure 
section 1281.2 is granted for the reasons stated in the motion.  This matter is stayed pending 
the outcome of the arbitration. A status conference is scheduled for September 7, 2023, at 
9 a.m. in Department 9. 

 
 

 
  

    

10. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01346 
CASE NAME:  TOM REED  VS.  AGILITI HEALTH INC. 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 2nd Amended COMPLAINT  
FILED BY:  TOM REED 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Before the Court is a motion for leave to amend the First Amended Complaint (the “Motion”) 
filed by Plaintiff Tom Reed (“Plaintiff” or “Reed”). Plaintiff seeks to amend his FAC to allege 
increased damages, to add additional Labor Code violations, and to add new Defendants. 
Plaintiff moves pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 473(a)(1) and “pursuant to the inherent 
power of the Court to regulate its proceedings.” 

Defendant Agiliti Health, Inc. dba Mobile Instrument Service and Repair (“Defendant” or 
“Agility”) opposes the Motion on several grounds, arguing that the Motion is procedurally 
defective, that the Plaintiff unreasonably delayed in seeking amendment, and that 
amendment would result in substantial prejudice to Agiliti. 

For the reasons described further below, the Motion is granted. 

A trial court has discretion to allow amendment of any pleading at any stage of the 
proceedings. (Sullivan v. City of Sacramento (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 1070, 1081 [policy of 
“great liberality” in permitting amendments to pleadings at any stage of the proceedings].) 
Regardless of the stage of the proceeding, trial courts are to liberally permit such 
amendments, provided there is no statute of limitations concern, nor any prejudice to the 
opposing party, such as delay in trial, loss of critical evidence, or added costs of preparation. 
(Hirsa v. Superior Court (1981) 118 Cal.App.3d 486, 489-490.) 

As a threshold issue, the Court declines to deny the Motion for any alleged procedural 
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violation of California Rule of Court 3.1324(b). 

Defendant’s remaining arguments are unreasonable delay and undue prejudice to 
Defendant. With respect to unreasonable delay, Defendant argues that “[b]y every 
indication, every alleged fact which forms the basis for the new allegations (if true) would 
have been known to Plaintiff since prior to his filing the initial Complaint in August 2020.” 
(Opp. at 7:13-15.) That said, in the absence of great prejudice as a consequence of the 
amendment, the Court is disinclined to deny the motion on the grounds of mere delay.  

With respect to prejudice, Defendant argues that it would be “improperly deprived of the 
ability to conduct timely and appropriate factual inquiries into relevant details” (Opp. at 
9:23-24) as well as “cause Agiliti to have to incur significant additional expense and 
inconvenience relating to propounding and conducting substantial additional internal and 
external discovery.” (Opp. at 10:12-14.) Defendant has not described undue prejudice so 
much as the normal cost of litigation. Given that this case has no trial date, the Court declines 
to deny the Motion on these grounds.  

The Motion is granted. Plaintiff’s Second Amended Complaint is deemed filed as of March 6, 
2023. Plaintiff is ordered to file a separate copy of the Second Amended Complaint by 
March 10, 2023. 

 
 

 
  

    

11. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  L22-02533 
CASE NAME:  BAXTER, BAILEY, & ASSOCIATES  VS. SOUTHERN CARLSON INC. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION  
FILED BY:  OMEGA GLOBAL LOGISTICS INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Defendant’s unopposed motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction is granted for the 
reasons stated in the motion.  The case is dismissed. 

 
 

 
  

    

12. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  RS20-0218 
CASE NAME:  OCTAVIAN DRAGOS  VS.  KATHLEEN KRIER 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT  
FILED BY:  KATHLEEN KRIER 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

The hearing for the matter is continued until March 20, 2023, at 9 a.m. in Department 9.  
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The court will provide a tentative ruling on March 17, 2023. 

 
 

 
  

    

13. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL21-01708 
CASE NAME:  WELLS FARGO BANK  VS.  WILFREDO GOMEZ 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS  
FILED BY:  WELLS FARGO BANK, NA 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Plaintiff requests the withdrawal of its motion for judgment on the pleadings, so the matter 
is off-calendar. 

 
 

 
  

    

14. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  L21-05559 
CASE NAME:  CREDITORS ADJUSTMENT BUREAU  VS.  J. MENDEZ, INC. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE ANSWER  
FILED BY:  CREDITORS ADJUSTMENT BUREAU, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Continued to April 17, 2022 at 9:00 in Department 9 per Plaintiff.  Motion not served. 

 
 

 
  

    

15. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  L21-05543 
CASE NAME:  CAVALRY SPV I, LLC  VS.  ENOH OKPOHO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO FORM INTERROGATORIES  
FILED BY:  ENOH D. OKPOHO 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Defendant’s unopposed motion to compel responses is granted for the reasons stated in the motion.  
The court grants the request for attorneys’ fees in the amount of $960.  Plaintiff is ordered to respond 
to the form interrogatories within 30 days of this order.  All objections are waived. 

  
 

 
  

    

16. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  L21-05543 
CASE NAME:  CAVALRY SPV I, LLC  VS.  ENOH OKPOHO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO INSPECTION DEMAND  
FILED BY:  ENOH D. OKPOHO 
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*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Defendant’s unopposed motion to compel responses to inspection demand is granted for the reasons 
stated in the motion.  Plaintiff is ordered to comply with the inspection demand within 30 days of this 
order.  All objections are waived. 

 
 

 
  

    

17. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-02294 
CASE NAME:  ROSE STANKO  VS.  LINDA STANKO 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR RIGHT TO ATTACH ORDER 
FILED BY:  ROSE STANKO 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Duplicate calendar entry: please see Line 18 below. 
 

 

 
    

18. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-02294 
CASE NAME:  ROSE STANKO  VS.  LINDA STANKO 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR RIGHT TO ATTACH ORDER  
FILED BY:  ROSE STANKO 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The parties shall appear. Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) § 484.040 requires the Court to conduct 
a hearing on this matter. The Court provides the tentative ruling set forth below to guide the parties 
in preparing for the hearing. 

Plaintiff Rose Stanko filed a complaint for (1) financial elder abuse, (2) promissory fraud/false 
promise, (3) breach of written agreements, (4) breach of oral contract, (5) breach of implied-in-fact 
contract, (6) breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, (7) unjust 
enrichment/quantum meruit, (8) promissory estoppel, and (9) civil conspiracy. The Complaint arises 
out of a real estate transaction for the property at 1406 G Street, Antioch, California 94509. 

Plaintiffs seek an order for issuance of a writ of attachment against Defendant Linda Stanko and 
Defendant Michael Stanko, Jr. in the amount of $133,333.33 (including estimated attorney fees of 
$15,000.). (App. at ¶ 8.) 

For the following reasons, the application is denied, without prejudice. 

Analysis 

Attachment is a pre-judgment creditor’s remedy. Attachment is available in actions based on contract 
when the plaintiff has suffered damages in a fixed or readily ascertainable amount of $500 or more. 
(CCP § 483.010(a).) Attachment is a harsh remedy because it causes the defendant to lose control of 
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their property before the plaintiff’s claim is adjudicated. (See Martin v. Aboyan (1983) 148 Cal.App.3d 
826, 831.) Because of this, the statutory requirements are strictly construed. (See Kemp Bros. 
Construction, Inc. v. Titan Electric Corp. (2007) 146 Cal.App.4th 1474, 1476.) The court will issue a 
right to attach order if the plaintiff’s declarations establish the probable validity of the plaintiff’s 
claim. (CCP § 484.090(a)(2).) The plaintiff has the burden of proving both that its claim is one upon 
which an attachment may be issued and the probable validity of such claim. (Bank of America v. 
Salinas Nissan, Inc. (1989) 207 Cal.App.3d 260, 271.) 

Probable Validity 

“A claim has ‘probable validity’ where it is more likely than not that the plaintiff will obtain a 
judgment against the defendant on that claim.” (CCP § 481.190; see also Loeb & Loeb v. Beverly Glen 
Music, Inc. (1985) 166 Cal.App.3d 1110, 1120; see also Kemp Bros. Construction, Inc. v. Titan Electric 
Corp. (2007) 146 Cal.App.4th 1474, 1476.) A defendant who opposes a right to attach order must give 
notice of his objection, “accompanied by an affidavit supporting any factual issues raised and points 
and authorities supporting any legal issues raised.” (CCP § 484.060, subd. (a).) The defendant may 
make a claim of exemption with respect to his property in the opposition. (CCP § 484.070.) 

In support of her application, Plaintiff has submitted a declaration attesting to several of the factual 
allegations of the Complaint. Plaintiff has not filed a memorandum of points and authorities regarding 
legal issues. The declaration does not demonstrate that Plaintiff is more likely to obtain a judgment 
against the Defendants than not. While Plaintiff has adduced evidence regarding the relationship 
between the parties and one or more of their agreements, at least one of the agreements attached to 
the declaration is unexecuted. (See Rose Stanko Decl. at ¶ 25, Ex. E.) Furthermore, even if it were 
more likely than not that Plaintiff would obtain a judgment against Defendants, the amount she seeks 
in attachment is not fixed or readily ascertainable, as described further below. 

Fixed or Readily Ascertainable 

The term “fixed or readily ascertainable” means only that there is an available contractual framework 
under which the amount owing can be reasonably and definitively determined at the time of trial. 
(CIT Group/Equipment Financing, Inc. v. Super DVD, Inc. (2004) 115 Cal.App.4th 537, 540.) The 
requirement is simply that “the contract sued on must furnish a standard by which the amount due 
may be clearly ascertained and there must exist a basis upon which the damages can be determined 
by proof.” (Id., quoting Lewis v. Steifel (1950) 98 Cal.App.2d 648, 650 [internal quotation marks 
omitted].) “Uncertainty as to the specific amount of ultimate damages is not a basis to deny 
attachment.” (CIT Group/Equipment Financing, Inc., at p. 541.) 

Plaintiff seeks nearly $133,333.33 as an attachment, but how she arrived at this number is unclear. 
It appears to be one third of the alleged proceeds of the sale of the property at issue. (See Rose 
Stanko Decl. at ¶ 29.) It cannot, therefore, include estimated attorney fees of $15,000, as that 
would total $148,333.33. It is also unclear how this number connects to the contracts at issue in 
the Complaint.  

Plaintiff’s requested attachment is uncertain. While the statute permits estimated attorney fees and 
costs, as a threshold issue the amount sought to be attached must be ascertainable from the contract 
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at issue. Here, it is not. The Application is denied. 

 
 

 
  

    

19. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL21-00974 
CASE NAME:  DISCOVER BANK  VS.  JULIUS LUKACS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT AND ENTER JUDGMENT 
FILED BY:  DISCOVER BANK 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 

 
Plaintiff filed a motion to set aside the notice of conditional settlement and enter judgment, seeking 
to enforce a stipulated settlement.  The parties previously stipulated to a settlement of this case in 
the total sum of $9,269.37 and they agreed that the court would retain jurisdiction to enforce its 
terms. (Cox Decl., Exh. 1, passim).  
 
While defendant eventually made payment in the amount of $1800, no further payments were made 
as required by the terms of the settlement agreement. (Cox Decl. p. 6, line 8). According to its terms, 
upon default the defendant would be responsible for the entire balance owed, less any payments 
made to date, along with costs. (Cox Decl., Exh. 1).   
 
The balance now due is the principal sum of $7,761.37 (i.e., the settlement amount and costs minus 
the prior payment). (Cox Decl. p. 6, lines 3-9). 
  
All conditions for a judgment pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 664.6 have been met.   
 
Consequently, the court vacates the notice of conditional settlement, and the court will execute and 
enter judgment for $7,761.37 for plaintiff. 

 
 

 
  

    
20. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01810 
CASE NAME:  ALAMILLO  VS.  ALAMILLO REBAR, INC. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 3rd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY:  PACIFIC STEEL GROUP 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court are demurrers to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint ("3AC") filed by defendant 
Pacific Steel Group ("PSG"). For the reasons set forth below, the Court rules as follows: (a) 8th C/A – 
general demurrer - overruled; (b) 9th C/A. 14th, 15th, and 16th C/As – general demurrers  - 
sustained, with leave to amend. Special demurrers by PSG are overruled, unless otherwise stated 
below as not addressed by the Court based on the rulings on the general demurrers. 
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General Factual Background  

The 3AC filed by Plaintiff Janice Alamillo ("Janice") alleges 26 causes of action against approximately 
25 defendants. The defendants include Plaintiff's former spouse Laurence Alamillo ("Larry"), the 
family company Alamillo Rebar, Inc. ("ARI") in which Janice and Larry jointly hold an approximate 53% 
interest through their family trust, another officer of ARI, other members of the Alamillo family who 
are owners, officers and/or directors of ARI, and several other related or affiliated entities in which 
Janice has an ownership interest with Larry directly or through their trust, in addition to a number of 
other non-affiliated defendants. (3AC ¶¶ 1, 6, 14-24.) As the 3AC does, the Court uses first names to 
identify some of the individual defendants with the same last name to avoid confusion. 

Janice alleges that she and Larry separated in June 2016 and are in the process of dissolving their 
marriage. (3AC ¶¶ 1, 5.) Janice alleges the Alamillo family member defendants, as well as former 
employees who worked for ARI or its affiliated entities, certain alleged successor and/or competitor 
entities, and a number of unaffiliated third party companies which did business with ARI, all had a 
role in allegedly depriving her of the fair value of her share of ARI and the related businesses in which 
she has a financial interest, by deflating the value of the businesses and through mismanagement and 
other acts and omissions. (See, e.g., 3AC ¶¶ 1, 2, 11, 32.) 

The Court previously considered demurrers to the First Amended Complaint ("FAC") and the Second 
Amended Complaint ("SAC") by PSG and other defendants. The Court sustained those demurrers in 
part. (See Order After Hearing on demurrers entered 1/28/2022; Tentative Ruling 8/25/2022.) 

Background 

Janice alleges that PSG and numerous other defendants, through alleged fraud, misrepresentations, 
concealments, and/or breaches of fiduciary duty, all participated in a conspiracy with the Alamillo 
Defendants and other defendants to transfer and dissipate ARI assets to deprive Janice of "any of her 
true legal rights and beneficial interests in ARI and its assets." (3AC ¶¶ 94, 95.)  

Plaintiff alleges that through November 2019, ARI paid surety insurance premiums involving multiple 
projects for which "PSG was performing the actual work on a subcontract basis at cost plus 10% for 
ARI's work in progress." (3AC ¶ 32, p. 15, ll. 19-22.) In 2019, PSG and ARI entered in to "a series of 
agreements" described in the 3AC, including approximate 10 bills of sale for "everything from 
inventory, trucks, furniture, and equipment." (3AC ¶ 32, p. 16, ll. 9-19.) PSG "acquired ARI's inventory, 
equipment, real estate, and took over certain of ARI's leases," and PSG became a subcontractor on 
"most of ARI's 120 then current projects and completed those projects for a fee of cost plus 10%." 
(3AC ¶ 32, p. 16, ll. 24-26.) PSG was a competitor of ARI, and "via contract effectively merged with 
ARI" Plaintiff alleges. (3AC ¶ 99.) 

Janice sometimes characterizes the transactions with PSG as a merger of ARI and PSG. (See, e.g.., 3AC 
¶ 32 [referring to the "transaction to merge ARI's business with PSG's business"] and 3AC ¶ 34 
[referring to "proposed business agreements/merger between ARI and its related companies and 
PSG"].) PSG allegedly structured its transactions/merger with ARI in part to allow ARI shareholders 
other than Janice to receive capital from ARI while "helping to solve Larry's divorce issue with Janice." 
(3AC ¶ 35.) PSG allegedly purchased materials and equipment from ARI "at a substantial discount and 
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below fair market value." (3AC ¶ 45.)  

Janice alleges PSG participated in the "restructuring scheme" to allow Defendants to hide ARI assets 
and reduce ARI's valuation to help Larry in the divorce and not pay Janice the "true value" of her 
interest in ARI or recover capital out of ARI. (3AC ¶ 45.) 

Standards Governing Ruling on Demurrer 

In ruling on the demurrer, the Court must accept as true all well-pleaded factual allegations of the 
complaint, but not " 'contentions, deductions or conclusions of fact or law.' " (Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 
39 Cal. 3d 311, 318.) (See also City of Dinuba v. County of Tulare (2007) 41 Cal. 4th 859, 865; Carloss v. 
County of Alameda (2015) 242 Cal. App. 4th 116, 123.) The Court deems the facts alleged to be true, 
"however improbable they may be." (Del E. Webb Corp. v. Structural Materials Co. (1981) 123 Cal. 
App. 3d 593, 604; Universal By-Products, Inc. v. City of Modesto (1974) 43 Cal.App.3d 145, 151.)  

The Court gives the complaint "a reasonable interpretation, reading it as a whole and its parts in their 
context." (Blank v. Kirwan, supra, 39 Cal. 3d at 318.) "In the construction of a pleading, for the 
purpose of determining its effect, its allegations must be liberally construed, with a view to 
substantial justice between the parties." (Code Civ. Proc. § 452.) Further, "[i]f the complaint states a 
cause of action under any theory, regardless of the title under which the factual basis for relief is 
stated, that aspect of the complaint is good against a demurrer." (Quelimane Co. v. Stewart Title 
Guaranty Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 26, 38.) 

In ruling on the demurrer, the Court is limited to consideration of the complaint and matters of which 
the Court can take judicial notice. (Blank v. Kirwan, supra, 39 Cal.3d at 318; Donabedian v. Mercury 
Ins. Co. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 968, 994 ["In reviewing the ruling on a demurrer, a court cannot 
consider, as Mercury would have us do, the substance of declarations, matter not subject to judicial 
notice, or documents judicially noticed but not accepted for the truth of their contents. (Citations 
omitted.)"].) The Court may also consider prior versions of the complaint "particularly where previous 
allegations are altered or omitted without adequate explanation. [citations omitted]" and those facts 
are within the knowledge of the pleader. (Rincon Band of Luiseño Mission Indians etc. v. Flynt (2021) 
70 Cal.App.5th 1059, 1085 [citing Shoemaker v. Myers (1990) 52 Cal.3d 1, 12 (allegations in prior 
verified pleading) and Pierce v. Lyman (1991) 1 Cal.App.4th 1093, 1109, superseded by statute on 
other grounds (allegations in prior unverified pleading considered on demurrer)].)  

The Court can sustain a demurrer for uncertainty if the complaint fails to sufficiently apprise the 
defendants of the claims against them. (A.J. Fistes Corp. v. GDL Best Contractors, Inc. (2019) 38 
Cal.App.5th 677, 695.) Because ambiguities can be clarified through discovery, demurrers for 
uncertainty are generally disfavored. (Id.) " '[W]here the complaint contains substantive factual 
allegations sufficiently apprising defendant of the issues it is being asked to meet, a demurrer for 
uncertainty should be overruled or plaintiff given leave to amend.' [Citation omitted.]" (Id. [quoting 
Williams v. Beechnut Nutrition Corp. (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 135, 139, fn. 2].)  

The Court cannot sustain a demurrer unless it fully disposes of a cause of action. (Daniels v. Select 
Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (2016) 246 Cal.App.4th 1150, 1167 ["Ordinarily, a general demurrer may not 
be sustained, nor a motion for judgment on the pleadings granted, as to a portion of a cause of 
action. [Citations omitted.]"]; PH II, Inc. v. Superior Court (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th 1680, 1682-1683 
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[reversing trial court order sustaining demurrer to one of several distinct incidents of malpractice pled 
in a single legal malpractice cause of action].) If the demurrer is sustained, plaintiff "has the burden of 
proving the possibility of cure by amendment." (Czaikowski v. Haskell & White, LLP, supra, 208 
Cal.App.4th 166, 173 [quoting Grinzi v. San Diego Hospice Corp. (2004) 120 Cal.App.4th 72,78-79 
(internal quotations omitted)].)  

Analysis 

PSG demurs to five causes of action (8th, 9th, 14th, 15th and 16th C/As).  

A. 8th C/A - Constructive Fraudulent Transfer (Derivative) 

PSG demurs to Plaintiff's 8th cause of action, in which Plaintiff asserts a derivative claim on behalf of 
ARI seeking to avoid certain transactions under the Uniform Voidable Transactions Act, Civil Code § 
3439.01 et seq., formerly known as the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act ("UVTA"). The 8th cause of 
action alleges a constructive fraudulent transfer or constructive voidable transaction cause of action 
under the UVTA. (Civ. Code §§ 3439.04(a)(2), 3439.05.) A constructive fraudulent transfer or voidable 
transaction is one for which the debtor does not receive "reasonably equivalent value" and which 
results in the debtor having insufficient capital to carry out its business or to pay its debts or which is 
made when the debtor is insolvent or which renders the debtor insolvent. (Civ. Code §§ 
3439.04(a)(2), 3439.05.)  

1. Role of ARI as Creditor and "Bad Actor" 

PSG argues that as pleaded, ARI is in the position of the creditor which is defined under the UVTA as a 
"person that has a claim." (Civ. Code § 3439.01(c).) PSG argues if ARI is "one of the alleged bad 
actors," it is not a creditor, and cannot seek relief based on Janice's pleading of this claim as a 
derivative claim on behalf of ARI. (Memo. ISO PSG Dem. p. 6, ll. 14-18.) PSG, however, cites no legal 
authority to support its argument in this regard and the proposition stated. (Badie v. Bank of America 
(1998) 67° Cal.App.4th 779, 784, 85 [point made but not supported by legal authority may be deemed 
waived]; Solomont v. Polk Development Co. (1966) 245 Cal.App.2d 488 [point made without legal 
authority in support may be deemed without foundation and rejected].)  

Plaintiff responds by arguing the fact ARI's officers and directors "acted through ARI, at the expense 
of ARI and its shareholders, does not make ARI itself one of the alleged bad actors for purposes of a 
derivative claim made on ARI's behalf. Plaintiff similar cites no legal authority to support her 
arguments and the proposition stated. (Opp. p. 6, ll. 10-15.) Plaintiff in effect argues any bad actors 
were the individual officers and directors of the corporate entity, not the entity itself, an argument to 
which PSG does not respond in its reply. PSG argues in reply that this cause of action is "premised on 
a claim of improper intent" as to the disposition of the assets. (Reply p. 3, ll. 4-5.) An actual fraudulent 
transfer claim under Civil Code section 3439.04(a)(1) involves improper intent by the 
debtor/transferor, but constructive fraudulent transfers do not have such an intent requirement but 
rather focus on value exchanged for the transfer or the effect of the transfer on the 
debtor/transferor's financial status. (Civ. Code §§ 3439.04(a)(2) and 3439.05.) At least for purposes of 
a demurrer where neither party has provided legal authority supporting their respective brief 
arguments on this issue, the Court declines to rule that the 8th C/A fails to state a cause of action on 
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this ground. 

2. PSG as Debtor or Transferee 

PSG argues that it is the recipient of the goods, and the recipient of goods is considered the "debtor" 
under the UVTA. "Debtor" under the UVTA is defined as "a person that is liable on a claim" (Civ. Code 
§ 3439.01(e).) The UVTA makes a transfer made or obligation incurred "by a debtor" voidable. (See 
Civ. Code §§ 3439.04(a)(2) and 3439.05.) The voidable transfer by a debtor is recoverable from the 
first transferee and from "an immediate or mediate transferee of the first transferee," if the 
requirements of the statute are met. (Civ. Code § 3439.08(b)(1)(A) and (B).) Even if there are 
questions about the status of the parties as "creditors" or "debtors," or transferees as pleaded, there 
are allegations that PSG was a potential subsequent transferee of certain assets which could 
potentially allow recovery under Civil Code section 3439.08. PSG does not have to be the "debtor" in 
the transfer transaction in order for the transfer to be subject to avoidance where there are 
allegations that PSG was a transferee of assets, not only from ARI but also from entities such as 
defendants Transpacific Steel, LLC, Gamma Rebar Fabrication, Rebar West Fabrication, Inc., and 
indirectly from California Rebar Fabrication, Inc., entities which are alleged in the 3AC to be "debtors" 
liable on a claim. (3AC ¶¶ 45, 47, 49.)  

The Court cannot sustain the general demurrer on this ground since the entire cause of action would 
not be disposed of. (Daniels v. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc., supra, 246 Cal.App.4th at 1167; PH II, 
Inc. v. Superior Court, supra, 33 Cal.App.4th at 1682-1683.)   

3. Assets Transferred to PSG Subject to Liens 

PSG also demurs to this cause of action on the ground that assets subject to a valid lien are not assets 
subject to transfer avoidance under the UVTA. The UVTA excludes from the meaning of "asset" 
property "to the extent it is encumbered by a valid lien." (Civ. Code § 3439.01(a)(1).) A "valid lien" is 
in turn defined as "a lien that is effective against the holder of a judicial lien subsequently obtained by 
legal or equitable process or proceedings." (Civ. Code § 3439.01(n).) PSG cites the allegations of the 
3AC that ARI granted the security interest to Bridge Bank and Bond Capital to obtain loans (3AC ¶¶ 
204, 216) and statements from the order after hearing on the demurrers to the FAC regarding the 
lack of clarity as to the assets PSG obtained that are subject to the fraudulent transfer claims, based 
on the allegations of the FAC which included references to a foreclosure on the assets by the lenders. 
(Memo. ISO PSG Dem. p. 6, ll. 19-28.)  

PSG argues that Plaintiff's allegations remain just as uncertain in the 3AC, in that if the ARI assets 
were encumbered by valid liens, transfers of those assets cannot be avoided under the UVTA. The 8th 
C/A presently alleges that ARI "purported to grant a security interest in such assets to Bridge Bank 
and Bond Capital" and then transfer the assets to, among others, PSG. (3AC ¶¶ 215, 216.) Plaintiff 
argues the distinction between "the transfer of an asset already encumbered by a lien, and the initial 
creation of that lien." (Opp. p. 6, ll. 20-21 [emphasis in original].) The 7th C/A for avoidance of actual 
fraudulent transfers, incorporated into this cause of action (3AC ¶ 213), challenges the creation of 
security interests in ARI's assets as fraudulent transfers as made with actual intent to hinder, delay 
and defraud ARI's shareholders. (3AC ¶¶ 204-212.)  

Further, looking only to the language of Civil Code section 3439.01(a)(1) defining "asset," the only 
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authority cited by the parties on the issue, the phrase "to the extent that" may be construed in more 
than one way. It may mean "if" the asset is subject to a valid security interest, but may also mean "to 
the extent" of the valid lien, such that if there is excess value in the asset above the lien amount, the 
creditor may be able to avoid the transfer of the unencumbered portion of the asset as a voidable 
transaction where the asset is transferred for less than the reasonable equivalent value of the total 
asset value (i.e., where an asset worth $10,000 is encumbered by a $10 lien, for example). Given the 
alternative potential meaning of asset and the allegations supporting the potential avoidance of the 
security interests granted by ARI, the Court cannot determine as a matter of law that the 8th C/A 
does not state a cause of action against PSG. 

PSG's demurrer to the 8th C/A is overruled. The demurrer for uncertainty is also overruled, in that 
any ambiguities in the pleading can be addressed through discovery. (A.J. Fistes Corp. v. GDL Best 
Contractors, Inc., supra, 38 Cal.App.5th at 695.) 

B. 9th C/A - Constructive Fraud 

PSG generally demurs to this cause of action, and also demurs on the ground of uncertainty.  

Constructive fraud requires the plaintiff to demonstrate: "(1) a fiduciary relationship, (2) 
nondisclosure, (3) intent to deceive, and (4) reliance and resulting injury. Constructive fraud is any 
breach of duty that, without fraudulent intent, gains an advantage to the person at fault by 
misleading another to his prejudice. [Citations omitted.] Like an action for fraud, constructive fraud 
must be pled with specificity. [Citation omitted.]" (Tindell v. Murphy (2018) 22 Cal.App.5th 1239, 
1249-1250.)  

PSG argues two grounds for its demurrer: (1) that Plaintiff, having expressly alleged PSG was not a 
fiduciary to Janice (3AC ¶ 225), has failed to allege facts to support the existence of a confidential 
relationship with PSG to support a duty to disclose; and (2) that Plaintiff fails to plead with specificity 
the information PSG failed to disclose to her. 

1. Confidential Relationship 

"Constructive fraud also applies to nonfiduciary 'confidential relationships.' [Citation omitted.] 'Such a 
confidential relationship may exist whenever a person with justification places trust and confidence in 
the integrity and fidelity of another.' [Citation omitted.] ' "A confidential relation exists between two 
persons when one has gained the confidence of the other and purports to act or advise with the 
other's interest in mind." ' . . . .[Citation omitted.]" (Tyler v. Children's Home Society (1994) 29 
Cal.App.4th 511, 549 [emphasis added].) (See also Prakashpalan v. Engstrom, Lipscomb & Lack (2014) 
223 Cal.App.4th 1105, 1131; Younan v. Equifax Inc. (1980) 111 Cal.App.3d 498, 517, fn. 15 ["A 
confidential relationship exists when one party gains the confidence of the other and purports to act 
or advise with the other's interest in mind. [Citation omitted.]," affirming order sustaining demurrer 
and holding facts alleged were insufficient to give rise to a confidential relationship to support a 
constructive fraud cause of action].) Merely alleging the existence of a confidential relationship is not 
enough; plaintiff must allege facts from which a confidential relationship arises sufficient to create a 
duty of disclosure to state a cause of action for constructive fraud for nondisclosure. (Younan v. 
Equifax Inc., supra, 111 Cal.App.3d at 517.)  
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Plaintiff's opposition to PSG's demurrer asserts the 3AC "is replete with allegations establishing that 
such a relationship existed" between Janice and PSG without citing a single paragraph of the 3AC that 
supposedly alleges facts to support such a relationship. (Opp. p. 8, ll. 12-13.) Janice has alleged PSG 
was a competitor of ARI's. (3AC ¶ 99.) She alleges that PSG was engaged by ARI as a subcontractor to 
complete its bonded contracts when ARI was in financial difficulty. (3AC ¶ 32.) She alleges that PSG 
was essentially the opposing party in a business transaction. While she alleges statements that PSG's 
representative apparently made in a meeting regarding PSG's assessment of ARI's and its potential for 
recoveries sufficient to distribute funds to shareholders, she alleges no facts which would justify 
Janice relying on the "integrity and fidelity" of PSG or that PSG was acting with Janice's interests in 
mind, rather than with PSG's own business interests in mind. (Tyler v. Children's Home Society, supra, 
29 Cal.App.4th at 549.) 

In an allegation that is appears later in the 3AC but is not part of the 9th C/A, Plaintiff alleges her 
meeting with the PSG representatives in San Diego (3AC ¶ 34) was arranged by ARI's shareholders, 
whom she trusted (3AC ¶ 272). Even if the Court considered the later paragraph, together the 
paragraphs essentially allege that Janice trusted ARI's shareholders who were dealing with PSG and 
with whom she had a fiduciary relationship. She does not allege facts, or has not cited the Court to 
facts alleged in the 3AC in this cause of action, setting forth a basis on which Janice reposed trust and 
confidence in PSG such that she could rely on PSG to undertake in some manner to protect her 
interests, given its status the party on the opposing side of a business transaction which was 
proposing to take over ARI's business and assets when ARI's business was floundering.  

2. Lack of Specificity of Information Not Disclosed 

Plaintiff refers to paragraphs 35, 96, and 133 as stating the nondisclosures by PSG and how Janice 
relied to her detriment. Janice alleges in paragraph 34 that one of PSG's representatives (Benson) 
stated he had looked at ARI's books and that ARI was worth $10 million rather than $40 million as ARI 
claimed, that after PSG completed ARI's jobs "he expected" there would be money left over for 
shareholders, and that he would keep Janice informed. (3AC ¶ 34.) She alleges she relied on those 
representations. (3AC ¶ 34.) She also alleges that the "overall message" imparted to her by PSG as 
well as ARI was the merger was the only way for ARI to survive and allow a "possible payout" to Janice 
on her shares. (3AC ¶ 34.)  

Janice alleges the representations were false because the PSG representatives did not look at ARI's 
books until later, and because PSG's representatives "instructed and directed the transactions/merger 
in part" to allow shareholders other than Janice to obtain capital from ARI's business and help to 
"solve Larry's divorce issue." (3AC ¶ 35.) It is a reasonable inference from the latter allegation that 
PSG did not disclose to Janice it was allegedly "instruct[ing] and direct[ing] the transaction with ARI to 
allow all shareholders other than Janice to recover from ARI's assets. She alleges she would not have 
consented to the merger had she known the information PSG concealed from her and would have 
pursued her rights. (3AC ¶ 34.) Liberally construing these allegations and accepting them as true as 
the Court must on demurrer, they allege PSG concealed PSG's directing the transactions with ARI to 
allow funds to be paid to ARI shareholders excluding Janice contrary to PSG's stated expectation 
funds would be left over to pay shareholders including Janice.  

Plaintiff asserts there are other allegations (3AC ¶¶ 96, 133) of nondisclosures of material information 
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that PSG knew but failed to disclose to Janice. The nondisclosures, and Janice's acts taken that she 
would not have taken had she known the undisclosed information, alleged in paragraphs 34 and 35 
are enough to state the elements of the claim, other than the confidential relationship, and the Court 
need not analyze those additional allegations. 

Though the nondisclosures in this cause of action have minimally sufficient facts to state a cause of 
action based on material nondisclosures for the reasons set forth, Plaintiff has not alleged facts 
sufficient to state the essential element of this cause of action; namely, facts showing that Plaintiff 
had a confidential relationship with PSG sufficient to impose a duty of disclosure to her similar to a 
fiduciary.  

PSG's general demurrer to this cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. The constructive 
fraud cause of action was previously pled in an intermingled 8th cause of action in the SAC that 
alleged constructive fraudulent transfers and constructive fraud together in one cause of action. This 
is the first ruling the Court has made on the separated constructive fraud claim. The Court therefore 
allows Plaintiff to attempt to amend this claim. The Court does not need to reach the demurrer for 
uncertainty given this ruling. 

C. 14th C/A (Intentional Misrepresentation) and 15th C/A (Negligent Misrepresentation) 

PSG makes general demurrers to the 14th and 15th causes of action and special demurrers to those 
claims for uncertainty.  

"‘ 'The elements of fraud, which give rise to the tort action for deceit, are (a) misrepresentation (false 
representation, concealment, or nondisclosure); (b) knowledge of falsity (or “scienter”); (c) intent to 
defraud, i.e., to induce reliance; (d) justifiable reliance; and (e) resulting damage.' [Citation, internal 
quotations omitted.] 'Every element of the cause of action for fraud must be alleged in the proper 
manner (i.e., factually and specifically), and the policy of liberal construction of the pleadings . . . will 
not ordinarily be invoked to sustain a pleading defective in any material respect.' [Citation, internal 
quotations omitted.]" (Rutherford Holdings, LLC v. Plaza Del Rey (2014) 223 Cal. App. 4th 221, 234 
[quoting Lazar v. Superior Court (1996) 12 Cal.4th 631, 638 and Committee on Children’s Television, 
Inc. v. General Foods Corp. (1983) 35 Cal.3d 197, 216, superseded by statute on other grounds].)   

Intentional misrepresentation is a form of fraud with the elements and subject to the pleading 
specificity requirements set forth above under Rutherford Holdings, LLC v. Plaza Del Rey, supra, 223 
Cal. App. 4th 221, 234 and Lazar v. Superior Court, supra, 12 Cal.4th 631, 638. The elements of a claim 
for negligent misrepresentation are similar to intentional misrepresentation but that claim "does not 
require intent to defraud but only the assertion, as a fact, of that which is not true, by one who has no 
reasonable ground for believing it to be true.[Citation omitted.]" (Conroy v. Regents of University of 
California (2009) 45 Cal.4th 1244, 1255 [citing Small v. Fritz Companies, Inc. (2003) 30 Cal.4th 167, 
173-174].)  

PSG argues Plaintiff has not cured defects in the SAC because she has not pleaded with specificity 
facts showing (1) that Janice justifiably relied on PSG's representations, and (2) that Janice's reliance 
on the misrepresentations is causally related to the damage she alleges she suffered. PSG also argues 
the misrepresentations Janice allegedly relied on are not actionable misrepresentations of fact but 
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are instead nonactionable opinion or predictions of future events, citing in particular 3AC ¶ 34. 

1. Justifiable Reliance 

The Court indicated in its ruling on the demurrer to the SAC that Janice had to plead additional facts 
showing justifiable reliance on PSG's alleged statements to support these causes of action. The Court 
stated Janice had to plead more than the conclusory allegation she justifiably relied, specifically facts 
showing her reliance was reasonable or justifiable given the misrepresentations Janice contends she 
relied on were made by a party on the other side of a business transaction. (Beckwith v. Dahl (2012) 
205 Cal.App.4th 1039, 1066-1067.)  

Generally, justifiable or reasonable reliance in a claim for intentional or negligent misrepresentation 
refers to facts showing the "circumstances were such to make it reasonable for plaintiff to accept 
defendant's statements without an independent inquiry or investigation." (Wilhelm v. Pray, Price, 
Williams & Russell (1986) 186 Cal.App.3d 1324, 1332.) Those circumstances include not only the party 
who was making the statements but also the nature of the statements and other facts and 
circumstances relevant to plaintiff's acceptance of the statement by defendant without inquiry or 
verification. (Id.; Hasso v. Hapke (2014) 227 Cal.App.4th 107, 131-132.) 

" '[T]he reasonableness of the reliance is ordinarily a question of fact. [Citations.] However, whether a 
party's reliance was justified may be decided as a matter of law if reasonable minds can come to only 
one conclusion based on the facts. [Citation.] ' [Citation omitted.] 'In determining whether one can 
reasonably or justifiably rely on an alleged misrepresentation, the knowledge, education and 
experience of the person claiming reliance must be considered. [Citations.]' [Citations omitted.]" 
(Hasso v. Hapke, supra, 227 Cal.App.4th at 131-132 [quoting Guido v. Koopman (1991) 1 Cal.App.4th 
837, 843].) 

Both parties point to Plaintiff's new allegations in paragraph 272 in which she alleges ARI and its 
shareholders "organized and facilitated" the meetings for Janice with PSG  to address the business 
transactions and merger. She alleges she had no reason to "distrust" the ARI shareholders who owed 
her fiduciary duties. (3AC ¶ 272.) This allegation is essentially an allegation that she trusted and relied 
on ARI's shareholders with whom Janice had a fiduciary relationship and who were dealing with PSG; 
it is not an allegation that Janice had a relationship with PSG in which she could reasonably and 
justifiably rely on PSG's statements, opinions, and representations, when the allegations of the 3AC 
indicate PSG was a competitor of ARI which was coming in to take over ARI's contracts to complete 
bonded jobs ARI could not complete and to acquire ARI's assets based on ARI's financial distress. (See, 
e.g., 3AC ¶¶ 32, 45, 99 [competitor], 135, 137.) While she argues PSG's alleged concealments and 
representations were "facilitated and ratified by persons who owed her a fiduciary duty" (Opp. p. 10, 
ll. 22-23 [emphasis added]), she cites no authority by which a fiduciary ratifying a third party's 
statement means she was justifiably relying on the third party as opposed to the fiduciary who she 
alleges in effect adopted the statement and who she had "no reason to distrust." She does not allege 
she had "no reason to distrust" PSG, the party on the opposite side of a business transaction with ARI.  

Plaintiff cites the additional allegation in paragraph 272 that the Defendants' misrepresentations and 
concealments "were aimed at creating the impression that ARI and PSG were seeking to enter into a 
joint venture where their interests would be aligned and ARI's interests would be protected." Again, 
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Janice is alleging reliance on PSG as a competitor and a party proposing to create a joint venture 
apparently before any joint venture was agreed to or undertaken. (See 3AC ¶¶ 34, 35, 272.) She was 
not relying on PSG's representations after a joint venture was agreed to, but allegedly in a meeting 
arranged while PSG was trying to take over ARI's assets, contracts and business and was trying to 
persuade Janice to consent. (3AC ¶¶ 32, 34, 35, 45, 99 [competitor], 135, 137, 272.)  

The issue raised by PSG's demurrer is whether reasonable or justifiable reliance can be determined 
from the face of the 3AC as a matter of law based on the facts alleged. The 14th and 15th C/As do not 
depend on a confidential relationship to support claims for misrepresentation, and so the Court's 
conclusion that the facts regarding such a relationship are not adequately pleaded in the 9th C/A is 
not determinative of whether Plaintiff has alleged sufficient facts to state these causes of action.  

The Court in Hasso v. Hapke, supra, 227 Cal.App.4th 107 analyzed the alleged misrepresentations 
before determining whether the plaintiff's alleged reliance on them was reasonable. (Id. at 132.) The 
Court therefore examines the alleged misrepresentations both to determine whether they are 
actionable and whether Plaintiff's facts support the element of justifiable reliance.  

2. Misrepresentations and Undisclosed Information 

PSG argues the misrepresentations by PSG alleged in paragraph 34 of the 3AC are not actionable false 
statements of fact, but rather nonactionable opinions or predictions of future events. (See Cansino v. 
Bank of America (2014) 224 Cal.App.4th 1462, 1469-1470 [future market forecast nonactionable 
prediction or speculation].) " '[Predictions] as to future events, or statements as to future action by 
some third party, are deemed opinions, and not actionable fraud.' (4 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law 
(8th ed. 1974) Torts, § 447, p. 2712.)" (Nibbi Bros. v. Home Fed. Sav. & Loan Assn. (1988) 205 
Cal.App.3d 1415, 1423.) (See also Graham v. Bank of America, N.A. (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 594, 606-
607 ["Statements regarding the appraised value of the property are not actionable fraudulent 
misrepresentations. Representations of opinion, particularly involving matters of value, are ordinarily 
not actionable representations of fact. [Citation omitted.] A representation is an opinion ' "if it 
expresses only (a) the belief of the maker, without certainty, as to the existence of a fact; or (b) his 
judgment as to quality, value  . . . or other matters of judgment." ' [Citation omitted.]"].) 

There is an exception to these general rules. "A statement couched as an opinion, by one having 
special knowledge of the subject, may be treated as an actionable misstatement of fact. [Citations 
omitted.]" (Furla v. Jon Douglas Co. (1998) 65 Cal.App.4th 1069, 1080-1081 [statement by broker of 
estimated square footage].) As the Court in Cohen v. S & S Construction Co. (1983) 151 Cal.App.3d 941 
explained, "there are exceptions to this rule: '(1) where a party holds himself out to be specially 
qualified and the other party is so situated that he may reasonably rely upon the former's superior 
knowledge; (2) where the opinion is by a fiduciary or other trusted person; [and] (3) where a party 
states his opinion as an existing fact or as implying facts which justify a belief in the truth of the 
opinion.' [Citation omitted.]" (Id. at 946 [emphasis added, quoting Borba v. Thomas (1977) 70 
Cal.App.3d 144, 152].) (See also Pacesetter Homes v. Brodkin (1970) 5 Cal.App.3d 206, 211 
["Exceptional circumstances resulting in expressions of opinion being treated as misrepresentations 
have been found where the one expressing the opinion does not in fact entertain it [citations 
omitted]; where the opinion amplifies false representations of fact [citation omitted]; where the 
opinion is expressed in a manner implying a factual basis which does not exist [citation omitted]; 
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where the opinion is expressed as a fact [citation omitted]; and where the expression of opinion is 
made by a party 'possessing superior knowledge' [citations omitted.]" (Emphasis added].) 

Further, where the misrepresentations alleged are not "merely" predictions of future events but 
embody present facts as well, the misrepresentations can potentially be actionable. (Public 
Employees' Retirement System v. Moody's Investors Service, Inc. (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 643, 662, 665 
["We thus agree with CalPERS that the record supports the inference that the ratings were not merely 
predictions regarding the SIVs' future value, but affirmative representations regarding the present 
state of their financial health and, more specifically, regarding their capacity to provide payments to 
investors as promised (which capacity they did not in fact have."].) 

PSG cites Padgett v. Phariss (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 1270, Neu-Visions Sports v. Soren/McAdam/Bartells 
(2000) 86 Cal.App.4th 303, and Williams v. Lowenthal (1932) 124 Cal.App. 179, each of which support 
the general rule that opinions of value are not actionable. Plaintiff cites Pacesetter Homes v. Brodkin, 
supra, 5 Cal.App.3d 206 and the exceptions to the general rule. None of the decisions were 
determined in the context of a demurrer. (Padgett v. Phariss, supra, 54 Cal.App.4th 1270 [summary 
judgment]; Neu-Visions Sports v. Soren/McAdam/Bartells, supra, 86 Cal.App.4th 303 [summary 
judgment]; Williams v. Lowenthal, supra, 124 Cal.App. 179 [trial]; Pacesetter Homes v. Brodkin (1970) 
5 Cal.App.3d 206 [trial].)  

PSG focuses on the statements in paragraph 34 related to the value of ARI and the possibility of a 
future payout to Janice as nonactionable mis. (3AC ¶ 34.) Unlike the constructive fraud claim, 
intentional misrepresentation generally involves allegation of affirmative statements of fact that are 
false. Though labeled as claims for "intentional misrepresentation" and "negligent 
misrepresentation," the two causes action allege not only affirmative misrepresentations of fact by 
PSG regarding the "restructuring scheme," presumably based on paragraphs 34, 35, 96, and 133, but 
also concealment by PSG of material facts and that PSG made partial disclosures with suppressed 
facts, misleading Plaintiff. (3AC ¶¶ 272, 273 ["defendants" represented CRF and RWF were 
independent and dealt with at arm's length], 275 [the true facts are five Alamillo-related individual 
defendants own, control or manage those entities and PSG and their interest in PSG "is roughly 
100%]; 277 [Janice was ignorant of the true relationship of "defendants" with CRF, RWF, and PSG].)  

Collectively, and liberally construing the allegations of these causes of action, Plaintiff alleges PSG 
concealed PSG's directing the transactions with ARI to allow funds to be paid to ARI shareholders 
excluding Janice, contrary to PSG's stated expectation funds would be left over to pay shareholders 
including Janice, suggesting an opinion PSG did not in fact entertain (3AC ¶¶ 34, 35), that PSG had 
assessed the value of ARI based on its books, which PSG had not reviewed when it made the 
representation, such that the factual basis for the position stated did not exist, and PSG did not 
disclose the true relationship between certain shell entities alleged formed by PSG involved in the 
"restructuring scheme" which ended up being owned, controlled, and/or managed by Larry and 
certain of the ARI shareholders and officers to the exclusion of Janice, which would suggest that if 
they were to be a source for Janice's alleged expected potential payout, that source would not be 
available for Janice (3AC ¶¶ 96, 97, 273, 274, 277). For purposes of demurrer, Plaintiff has adequately 
alleged at least some actionable misrepresentations of fact, partially disclosed and suppressed facts, 
and concealed facts to support these causes of action. 
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Nevertheless, the nature of the misrepresentations and nondisclosures being made by PSG as the 
party trying to take over ARI's business and the circumstances in which Janice alleges they were made 
as the business transactions or merger was being developed and negotiated are circumstances 
undermining the element of justifiable reliance. Janice's interpretation of the transactions that ARI 
and PSG were going to enter into as a joint venture where ARI's and PSG's interests would be aligned 
does not make it reasonable for her to accept and rely on PSG's alleged representations while the 
parties were in opposing sides of the transactions and negotiating the business agreements or 
proposed merger in the midst of ARI's financial distress without making any independent inquiry or 
investigation, knowing that PSG was a competitor and was proposing in essence to take over ARI's 
business, contracts, and assets. (See 3AC ¶¶ 32, 34, 35.) That PSG and ARI might have an aligned goal 
of reaching what Janice alleges was effectively a merger, she alleges no facts that would make it 
reasonable to assume PSG in that circumstance was looking out for the benefit of ARI and its 
shareholders, rather than for PSG and its own business interests. 

Plaintiff has still not alleged facts sufficient to support that she justifiably relied on PSG's alleged 
representations or relied on PSG to make disclosures to her regarding the ownership of the other 
"shell" companies or of PSG rather than conducting her own independent inquiry or investigation 
under the circumstances. PSG became involved in what Janice calls the "restructuring scheme" arose 
after Janice and Larry became involved in their apparently difficult dissolution proceedings and while 
ARI's business plunged into financial distress and with ARI facing substantial exposure on its surety 
bonds, and with Larry and the Alamillo officers and shareholders other than Janice handling the 
negotiations and transactions ARI was entering into with PSG. While the facts may make her reliance 
on ARI justifiable and reasonable, she has not alleged facts that could support that her reliance on 
PSG's representations, whether false or partial and misleading, or PSG's disclosure of information, as 
a basis for her decisions under the circumstances.  

3. Causal Connection 

Janice cites paragraph 279 of the 3AC as alleging a causal connection between the alleged 
misrepresentations by PSG and Janice's reliance causing her damage. She alleges in that paragraph 
she was "induced to assent and/or not halt the RESTRUCTURING SCHEME," and the "Defendants 
caused" the banks to initiate foreclosure on their loans, which deprived Plaintiff of profits on ARI and 
the ARI-related companies. (3AC ¶ 279.) She also alleges in paragraph 34 she would have filed suit if 
she had known the representations by PSG at the meeting were not true. Plaintiff has alleged some 
tenuous causal connection based on these allegations. The fact that the 3AC may not explain how she 
suffered alleged damages of $14 million does not mean she has not minimally alleged facts regarding 
a causal connection between PSG's alleged misrepresentations and her conduct in refraining from 
suing or objecting to ARI's planned transactions with PSG.  

PSG argues the negligent misrepresentation cause of action is deficient for the same reasons as the 
intentional misrepresentation claim, and Plaintiff asserts the same arguments she made regarding the 
intentional misrepresentation claim apply to the negligent misrepresentation claim. That claim is 
deficient for the same reasons, i.e., failure to allege facts showing justifiable reliance on PSG's 
representations. 

PSG's general demurrers to the 14th and 15th causes of action are sustained. Plaintiff has been given 
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multiple opportunities to try to allege these causes of action against PSG without being able to allege 
facts to support all essential elements of the cause of action. Nevertheless, these causes of action are 
also founded in part on allegations of the 9th cause of action for constructive fraud which are 
incorporated into these claims and raise certain similar deficiencies. For that reason, the Court will 
give Plaintiff an additional opportunity to try to amend these causes of action. The PSG demurrers will 
be sustained with leave to amend. The Court does not reach the demurrer for uncertainty based on 
this ruling. 

D. 16th C/A (Concealment) 

PSG makes a general demurrer to the 16th C/A for concealment, as well as a special demurrer for 
uncertainty.  

Under Civil Code section 1710, concealment is another form of fraud which requires that the 
elements be pled with specificity. (Lazar v. Superior Court, supra, 12 Cal.4th at 638.) "The required 
elements for fraudulent concealment are (1) concealment or suppression of a material fact; (2) by a 
defendant with a duty to disclose the fact to the plaintiff; (3) the defendant intended to defraud the 
plaintiff by intentionally concealing or suppressing the fact; (4) the plaintiff was unaware of the fact 
and would not have acted as he or she did if he or she had known of the concealed or suppressed 
fact; and (5) plaintiff sustained damage as a result of the concealment or suppression of the fact. 
[Citation omitted.]" (Graham v. Bank of America, N.A., supra, 226 Cal.App.4th at 606 [quoting Bank of 
America Corp. v. Superior Court (2011) 198 Cal.App.4th 862, 870].) 

As to Plaintiff's concealment claim against PSG, Plaintiff relies on the same allegations of the 3AC as 
the 14th and 15th causes of action, but Plaintiff also cites paragraph 289, which alleges (1) PSG 
"through its officers and directors" not identified in this paragraph "made certain representations and 
disclosures to Janice while concealing their intent to structure the merger with ARI" so that assets 
would be distributed to other ARI shareholders but not Janice, (2) PSG's allocation of project costs 
helped ARI distribute assets to shareholders other than Janice "concealing the actual state of affairs 
with ARI and its related companies," though the "actual state of affairs" of ARI, (3) PSG and its 
"officers and directors and other shareholders" not named "concealed their plan for ARI and PSG to 
combine operations" as part of the alleged scheme, and (4) PSG concealed from Janice a $10.2 million 
offer Joe received for Hemlock and that he was negotiating another, higher sale price for the 
property. (3AC ¶ 289 j., n., z. and aa.)  

She also alleges PSG concealed facts regarding the "restructuring scheme" of its intent to structure 
the transaction with ARI to prevent assets from being distributed to Janice. (3AC ¶ 291.) That 
paragraph alleges generically PSG's exclusive knowledge of facts Janice did not know, PSG "actively 
concealed" material facts from Janice, and PSG made partial representations while suppressing other 
material facts, all founded on the preceding allegations and those cited above from paragraphs 34, 
96, and 133. (3AC ¶ 291.) Janice alleges she was justified in relying on PSG based on the same 
allegations of paragraph 272 that ARI shareholders organized her meeting with PSG and she had no 
reason to distrust them, and the representations aimed at creating an "impression" of a joint venture. 
(3AC ¶ 291.) 

For the reasons addressed above with regard to the 9th, 14th and 15th C/As, this cause of action does 
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not allege facts essential to state a cause of action against PSG on the theory of concealment. Plaintiff 
has not alleged facts giving rise to a confidential relationship with PSG by which she reasonably 
reposed trust and confidence in PSG as ARI's competitor seeking to take over ARI's business when 
ARI's business was failing and in financial distress. This cause of action requires Plaintiff to allege facts 
giving rise to a duty to speak by PSG, its officers, directors, and/or shareholders. She has also not 
alleged facts supporting her justifiably relying on disclosures by PSG regarding ARI and its transactions 
under the circumstances for the reasons addressed in connection with the 14th and 15th causes of 
action. 

The PSG general demurrer to the 16th C/A is sustained. For the same reason set forth above 
regarding the 14th and 15th C/As, based on the relationship of the allegations of this cause of action 
with the constructive fraud claim, the Court will grant Plaintiff leave to amend, and does not reach 
the demurrer for uncertainty in light of this ruling.  

Request for Judicial Notice 

PSG requests that the Court take judicial notice of the Court's order after hearing on the demurrers by 
PSG and others to the FAC filed January 28, 2022, and the Court's August 25, 2022 Tentative Ruling on 
the demurrers by PSG and others to the SAC. (PSG RJN Exhs. A, B.) The unopposed request is granted. 
(Evid. Code § 452(c).) The Court takes judicial notice of the foregoing consistent with, and subject to 
the limitations, on the nature and scope of judicial notice (See StorMedia Inc. v. Superior Court (1999) 
20 Cal.4th 449, 456, fn. 9 [court may take judicial notice of documents on demurrer, but "the 
truthfulness and proper interpretation of the document are disputable."]; C.R. v. Tenet Healthcare 
Corp. (2009) 169 Cal.App.4th 1094, 1103-1104 [judicial notice does not extend to the truthfulness of 
the contents of a document or the interpretation of the document where the truthfulness or 
interpretation is reasonably subject to dispute].) 

 
 

  
    

21. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01810 
CASE NAME:  ALAMILLO  VS.  ALAMILLO REBAR, INC. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 3rd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY:  PHILADELPHIA INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is a demurrer to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint ("3AC") filed by defendant 
Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Co. ("PIIC"). For the reasons set forth below, PIIC's general and 
special demurrers for uncertainty to the 9th, 18th, and 22nd C/As are overruled, and its demurrer to 
the 18th C/A under Code of Civil Procedure section 430.10(c) based on another pending action is also 
overruled. 

General Factual Background  

The 3AC filed by Plaintiff Janice Alamillo ("Janice") alleges 26 causes of action against approximately 
25 defendants. Defendants include Plaintiff's former spouse Laurence Alamillo ("Larry"), the family 
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company Alamillo Rebar, Inc. ("ARI") in which Janice and Larry jointly hold an approximate 53% 
interest through their family trust, another officer of ARI, other members of the Alamillo family who 
are owners, officers and/or directors of ARI, another officer of ARI, and several other related or 
affiliated entities in which Janice has an ownership interest with Larry directly or through their trust, 
in addition to a number of other non-affiliated defendants. (3AC ¶¶ 1, 6, 14-24.) As the 3AC does, the 
Court uses first names to identify some of the individual defendants with the same last name to avoid 
confusion. 

Janice alleges that she and Larry separated in June 2016 and are in the process of dissolving their 
marriage. (3AC ¶¶ 1, 5.) Janice alleges the Alamillo family member defendants, as well as former 
employees who worked for ARI or its affiliated entities, certain alleged successor and/or competitor 
entities, and a number of unaffiliated third party companies which did business with ARI, such as PIIC 
which issued bonds for ARI's construction projects, all had a role in allegedly depriving her of the fair 
value of her share of ARI and the related businesses in which she has a financial interest, by deflating 
the value of the businesses and through mismanagement and other acts and omissions. (See, e.g., 
3AC ¶¶ 1, 2, 11, 32.) 

The Court previously considered demurrers to the First Amended Complaint ("FAC") and the Second 
Amended Complaint ("SAC") by PIIC and other defendants. The Court sustained those demurrers in 
part. (See Order After Hearing on demurrers entered 1/28/2022; Tentative Ruling 8/25/2022.) 

Background 

Janice alleges that PIIC along with numerous other defendants, through alleged fraud, 
misrepresentations, concealments, and breaches of fiduciary duty, all participated in a conspiracy 
with the Alamillo Defendants and other defendants to transfer and dissipate ARI assets to deprive 
Janice of "any of her true legal rights and beneficial interests in ARI and its assets." (3AC ¶¶ 94, 95.)  

PIIC is a surety insurer and issued bonds on ARI's projects. It asserts it has suffered at least $27 million 
in losses on the ARI bonded projects. (3AC ¶¶ 51-55.) Janice alleges that PIIC contends Janice is 
obligated under the General Indemnity Agreement ("GIA") to reimburse PIIC for its losses on bonded 
projects, and that PIIC has demanded over $8.5 million from her on as an indemnitor. (3AC¶¶ 52-54.)  

Janice alleges (a) there is an addendum to the GIA which limited Joe and Jean's liability, to which she 
did not agree and which was concealed from her, and (b) there is a provision that allowed Janice to 
terminate the GIA. (3AC ¶ 56.) She alleges an unidentified "representative and agent" of PIIC at the 
time the GIA was executed "fraudulently misrepresented the nature of each party to the [GIA]'s equal 
liability" to induce Janice to remain a party to the agreement and to not terminate the GIA. (3AC ¶ 
56.) 

Janice alleges that "PIIC began participating in weekly ARI business meetings . . . to discuss ARI's 
business and conducting of its business in a manner to avoid any distribution to Janice." (3AC ¶ 58.) 
She alleges this "worked to PIIC's benefit for maximizing the potential assets of ARI to maximize 
payments to PIIC or ability to pledge required collateral for PIIC." (3AC ¶ 58.) Janice claims PIIC 
selectively did not request "compensation" from ARI or the Alamillo Family Defendants to pressure 
and coerce Janice "to agree to Defendants' RESTRUCTURING SCHEME" and to "walk away" from her 
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demands to ARI's assets. (3AC ¶ 58.) 

Standards Governing Ruling on Demurrer 

In ruling on the demurrer, the Court must accept as true all well-pleaded factual allegations of the 
complaint, but not " 'contentions, deductions or conclusions of fact or law.' " (Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 
39 Cal. 3d 311, 318.) (See also City of Dinuba v. County of Tulare (2007) 41 Cal. 4th 859, 865; Carloss v. 
County of Alameda (2015) 242 Cal. App. 4th 116, 123.) The Court deems the facts alleged to be true, 
"however improbable they may be." (Del E. Webb Corp. v. Structural Materials Co. (1981) 123 Cal. 
App. 3d 593, 604; Universal By-Products, Inc. v. City of Modesto (1974) 43 Cal.App.3d 145, 151.)  

The Court gives the complaint "a reasonable interpretation, reading it as a whole and its parts in their 
context." (Blank v. Kirwan, supra, 39 Cal. 3d at 318.) "In the construction of a pleading, for the 
purpose of determining its effect, its allegations must be liberally construed, with a view to 
substantial justice between the parties." (Code Civ. Proc. § 452.) Further, "[i]f the complaint states a 
cause of action under any theory, regardless of the title under which the factual basis for relief is 
stated, that aspect of the complaint is good against a demurrer." (Quelimane Co. v. Stewart Title 
Guaranty Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 26, 38.) 

In ruling on the demurrer, the Court is limited to consideration of the complaint and matters of which 
the Court can take judicial notice. (Blank v. Kirwan, supra, 39 Cal.3d at 318; Donabedian v. Mercury 
Ins. Co. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 968, 994 ["In reviewing the ruling on a demurrer, a court cannot 
consider, as Mercury would have us do, the substance of declarations, matter not subject to judicial 
notice, or documents judicially noticed but not accepted for the truth of their contents. (Citations 
omitted.)"].) The Court may also consider prior versions of the complaint "particularly where previous 
allegations are altered or omitted without adequate explanation. [citations omitted]" and those facts 
are within the knowledge of the pleader. (Rincon Band of Luiseño Mission Indians etc. v. Flynt (2021) 
70 Cal.App.5th 1059, 1085 [citing Shoemaker v. Myers (1990) 52 Cal.3d 1, 12 (allegations in prior 
verified pleading) and Pierce v. Lyman (1991) 1 Cal.App.4th 1093, 1109, superseded by statute on 
other grounds (allegations in prior unverified pleading considered on demurrer)].)  

The Court can sustain a demurrer for uncertainty if the complaint fails to sufficiently apprise the 
defendants of the claims against them. (A.J. Fistes Corp. v. GDL Best Contractors, Inc. (2019) 38 
Cal.App.5th 677, 695.) Because ambiguities can be clarified through discovery, demurrers for 
uncertainty are generally disfavored. (Id.) " '[W]here the complaint contains substantive factual 
allegations sufficiently apprising defendant of the issues it is being asked to meet, a demurrer for 
uncertainty should be overruled or plaintiff given leave to amend.' [Citation omitted.]" (Id. [quoting 
Williams v. Beechnut Nutrition Corp. (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 135, 139, fn. 2].)  

The Court cannot sustain a demurrer unless it fully disposes of a cause of action. (Daniels v. Select 
Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (2016) 246 Cal.App.4th 1150, 1167 ["Ordinarily, a general demurrer may not 
be sustained, nor a motion for judgment on the pleadings granted, as to a portion of a cause of 
action. [Citations omitted.]"]; PH II, Inc. v. Superior Court (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th 1680, 1682-1683 
[reversing trial court order sustaining demurrer to one of several distinct incidents of malpractice pled 
in a single legal malpractice cause of action].) If the demurrer is sustained, plaintiff "has the burden of 
proving the possibility of cure by amendment." (Czaikowski v. Haskell & White, LLP, supra, 208 
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Cal.App.4th 166, 173 [quoting Grinzi v. San Diego Hospice Corp. (2004) 120 Cal.App.4th 72,78-79 
(internal quotations omitted)].)  

Analysis 

A. 9th C/A - Constructive Fraud 

PIIC generally demurs to this cause of action, and also demurs on the ground of uncertainty.  

Constructive fraud requires the plaintiff to demonstrate: "(1) a fiduciary relationship, (2) 
nondisclosure, (3) intent to deceive, and (4) reliance and resulting injury. Constructive fraud is any 
breach of duty that, without fraudulent intent, gains an advantage to the person at fault by 
misleading another to his prejudice. [Citations omitted.] Like an action for fraud, constructive fraud 
must be pled with specificity. [Citation omitted.]" (Tindell v. Murphy (2018) 22 Cal.App.5th 1239, 
1249-1250.)  

Plaintiff argues that a constructive fraud claim may be stated against a person with whom the plaintiff 
has a "confidential" relationship. "Constructive fraud also applies to nonfiduciary 'confidential 
relationships.' [Citation omitted.] 'Such a confidential relationship may exist whenever a person with 
justification places trust and confidence in the integrity and fidelity of another.' [Citation omitted.] ' 
"A confidential relation exists between two persons when one has gained the confidence of the other 
and purports to act or advise with the other's interest in mind." ' . . . .[Citation omitted.]" (Tyler v. 
Children's Home Society (1994) 29 Cal.App.4th 511, 549.) (See also Prakashpalan v. Engstrom, 
Lipscomb & Lack (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 1105, 1131; Younan v. Equifax Inc. (1980) 111 Cal.App.3d 
498, 517, fn. 15 ["A confidential relationship exists when one party gains the confidence of the other 
and purports to act or advise with the other's interest in mind. [Citation omitted.]," affirming order 
sustaining demurrer and holding facts alleged were insufficient to give rise to a confidential 
relationship to support a constructive fraud cause of action].)  

PIIC's demurrer is based solely on PIIC's alleged lack of a confidential or fiduciary relationship with 
Plaintiff. PIIC cites authority in which a confidential or fiduciary relationship has been found in various 
types of legal relationships. (Memo. ISO PIIC Dem. p. 11, citing, among others, Enea v. Superior Court 
(2005) 132 Cal.App.4th 1559 [fiduciary duty between partners]; Galardi v. State Bar (1987) 43 Cal.3d 
683 [fiduciary duty among joint venturers]; Apollo Capital Fund LLC v. Roth Capital Partners, LLC 
(2007) 158 Cal.App.4th 226 [stockbrokers and client].) PIIC argues, however, that a surety does not 
occupy a fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary position toward the company on whose behalf the surety bonds 
are issued, unlike an ordinary insurer. (See Cates Construction, Inc. v. Talbot (1999) 21 Cal.4th 28, 44, 
56 [no tortious breach of the implied covenant claim, claim limited to breach of contract damages].)  

The Court has previously concluded that the SAC alleged sufficient facts to state causes of action 
against PIIC for breach of fiduciary duty and those claims are also asserted against PIIC in the 3AC in 
the 3rd and 5th C/As. (See 8/25/2022 Tent. Rul.) Based on the Court's conclusion the 3rd and 5th C/As 
allege facts sufficient to support a breach of fiduciary duty claim against PIIC, those facts also support 
PIIC's duty to disclose information to Janice as alleged in this 9th cause of action.  

PIIC argues that a constructive fraud cause of action requires Plaintiff to allege PIIC gained an 
advantage over Janice. (See Civ. Code § 1573 subd. 1.) The 3AC, however, alleges PIIC participated in 
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weekly ARI business meetings which allowed PIIC to benefit by maximizing payments to PIIC while 
excluding Janice from the meetings and ratifying decisions by the other shareholders and officers to 
withhold distributions from Janice. (3AC ¶¶ 58, 226.) For purposes of a demurrer, these allegations 
sufficiently state that PIIC gained an advantage over Janice. 

PIIC's general and special demurrers to the 9th cause of action are overruled. 

B. 18th C/A (Rescission) 

PIIC makes a general demurrer to this cause of action as well as a demurrer based on the existence of 
another pending action between the parties, and a special demurrer for uncertainty.  

The Court previously sustained PIIC's a demurrer to this cause of action in the SAC because Plaintiff 
failed to allege facts to identify the contracts with PIIC that are subject to her rescission claim. PIIC 
contends that paragraphs 304.a., 304.k., and 304.l. of the 3AC, which identify the PIIC contracts 
subject to rescission, still do not sufficiently identify the contracts. The Court finds the identification 
sufficient for purposes of a general demurrer, and also finds the allegations are sufficient to withstand 
a special demurrer for uncertainty. Having alleged more specifically the contracts by identifying their 
time frame, their purpose, and/or their title (such as the GIA, identified specifically in prior 
paragraphs), any ambiguities can be clarified through discovery. (A.J. Fistes Corp. v. GDL Best 
Contractors, Inc., supra, 38 Cal.App.5th at 695.)  

PIIC also demurs to this cause of action on the ground that there is another pending action involving 
PIIC and Janice, Case No. MSC21-00537 ("PIIC Action"). Code of Civil Procedure section 430.10(c), not 
(e), provides that a demurrer may be made on the ground that there is "another action pending 
between the same parties on the same cause of action." (Code Civ. Proc. § 430.10(c).) (PIIC clarifies 
that this is the statutory basis for its demurrer on this ground in the PIIC RJN in support of its 
demurrer.) In Pitts v. City of Sacramento (2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 853, the Court explained a demurrer 
on this ground " 'is strictly limited so that . . . the defendant must show that the parties, cause of 
action, and issues are identical, and that the same evidence would support the judgment in each 
case.' [Citation omitted.]" (Id. at 856.) 

PIIC points to the fourth cause of action for declaratory relief in Janice's cross-complaint filed in the 
PIIC Action, in which she alleges that she is "not obligated to reimburse PIIC for amounts PIIC has 
incurred and will continue to incur to pay Losses" for ARI's obligations under the bonds issued by PIIC. 
(PIIC RJN Exh. A [Cross-Compl. ¶ 28, p. 7, ll. 23-25].) PIIC argues based on that allegation, Janice's 
declaratory relief claim "is effectively the same as a request for rescission of the GIA." (Memo. ISO 
PIIC Dem. p. 13, ll. 15-20.)  

" 'A contract is extinguished by its rescission.' (Civ. Code § 1688.) 'Rescission not only terminates 
further liability but restores the parties to  their former position by requiring each to return whatever 
he or she received as consideration under the contract, or, where specific restoration cannot be had, 
its value. [Citations.]' (1 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (10th ed. 2005) Contracts, § 926, p. 1023.)" 
(Marzec v. Public Employees’ Retirement System (2015) 236 Cal.App.4th 889, 913-914 [quoting Estate 
of Wong (2012) 207 Cal.App.4th 366, 382-383].) There may be numerous grounds other than 
rescission for a court to declare a party is not obligated or liable to another party under a contract. 
(See, e.g., Brown v. Grimes (2011) 192 Cal.App.4th 265, 277 [material breach by the party seeking 
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enforcement may excuse defendant's performance]; US Ecology, Inc. v. State of California (2005) 129 
Cal.App.4th 887, 909 [breach by defendant must be "substantial factor" causing plaintiff's loss].) 

Janice's allegation that she is "not obligated" for the losses PIIC has incurred and will incur on the 
bonds is not the same cause of action with identical issues with the same evidence as her claim that 
the GIA should be rescinded as to Janice because of PIIC's fraudulent misrepresentations, failure of 
consideration, or other grounds alleged in paragraph 306 of the 3AC and the numerous preceding 
paragraphs alleging misconduct by PIIC. PIIC's own characterization of the declaratory relief claim and 
quotation from the cross-complaint in the other action show that the declaratory relief cause of 
action does not meet the strict Pitts criteria.  

Further, Plaintiff cites authority that the later-filed action is the action that is properly abated, rather 
than the first action. (Kirman v. Borzage (1949) 89 Cal.App.2d 898, 903 ["The applicable rule in the 
present case is that the pendency of another action growing out of the same transaction is ground for 
the abatement of the second action but never for the abatement of the first action. [Citation 
omitted.]"]; California Union Ins. Co. v. Trinity River Land Co. (1980) 105 Cal.App.3d 104, 109 [citing 
Kirman and stating, "The underlying theory of the plea of another action pending is that the first 
action will normally be an ample remedy, and the second action . . . is therefore unnecessary and 
vexatious."].) PIIC has not responded to this argument and does not contest that the PIIC Action 
against Janice and Janice's cross-complaint in that case were filed after this case commenced.  

PIIC's reply simply repeats the argument made in its initial memorandum. PIIC's demurrers to the 
18th cause of action on all grounds are overruled.  

C. 22nd C/A (Unjust Enrichment) 

PIIC generally demurs to the 22nd C/A for unjust enrichment. 

"The elements for a claim of unjust enrichment are ‘receipt of a benefit and unjust retention of the 
benefit at the expense of another.’ [Citation omitted.] ‘The theory of unjust enrichment requires one 
who acquires a benefit which may not justly be retained, to return either the thing or its equivalent to 
the aggrieved party so as not to be unjustly enriched.’ [Citations omitted.]" (Prakashpalan v. 
Engstrom, Lipscomb & Lack (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 1105, 1132 [emphasis added].) 

The Court previously sustained demurrers by PIIC to this cause of action in prior versions of the 
complaint, most recently the SAC, on the ground that Janice did not allege PIIC and other defendants 
had received property belonging to her. The cause of action as pled in the 3AC is now alleged as a 
derivative cause of action, addressing that defect. (3AC ¶¶ 330-332.)  

PIIC argues as a matter of law that it cannot be unjustly enriched because it is a surety claiming it is 
owed over $27 million for losses on bonded projects. Plaintiff, however, alleges that PIIC has caused 
losses to ARI based on Plaintiff's lengthy allegations of misconduct by PIIC, and Plaintiff only alleges 
PIIC claims $27 million in losses, not that it in fact sustained those losses or that the losses are 
recoverable from ARI. The Court must accept Plaintiff's factual allegations as true on demurrer, even 
if they are improbable. (Gray v. Dignity Health (2021) 70 Cal.App.5th 225, 236, fn. 10 ["Because a 
demurrer tests only the legal sufficiency of the pleading, we accept as true even the most improbable 
alleged facts, and we do not concern ourselves with the plaintiff's ability to prove its factual 
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allegations. [Citation.]' [Citation omitted.]"]; Del E. Webb Corp. v. Structural Materials Co., supra, 123 
Cal. App. 3d 593, 604].)  

PIIC's general demurrer to this cause of action is overruled, and its special demurrer for uncertainty is 
also overruled, as any ambiguity in this claim can be addressed through discovery. (A.J. Fistes Corp. v. 
GDL Best Contractors, Inc., supra, 38 Cal.App.5th at 695.)  

Request for Judicial Notice 

PIIC requests judicial notice of the cross-complaint filed by Janice Alamillo in the PIIC Action, 
Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Company v. Janice Alamillo, and related cross-action, MSC21-00537. 
(PIIC RJN Exh. A.) The unopposed request is granted. (Evid. Code § 452(d).) The Court takes judicial 
notice of the foregoing consistent with, and subject to the limitations, on the nature and scope of 
judicial notice (See StorMedia Inc. v. Superior Court (1999) 20 Cal.4th 449, 456, fn. 9 [court may take 
judicial notice of documents on demurrer, but "the truthfulness and proper interpretation of the 
document are disputable."]; C.R. v. Tenet Healthcare Corp. (2009) 169 Cal.App.4th 1094, 1103-1104 
[judicial notice does not extend to the truthfulness of the contents of a document or the 
interpretation of the document where the truthfulness or interpretation is reasonably subject to 
dispute].) 

 
 

 
  

    
22. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01810 
CASE NAME:  ALAMILLO  VS.  ALAMILLO REBAR, INC. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 3rd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY:  NORTH AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY  
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is a demurrer to Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint ("3AC") filed by defendant 
North American Title Company ("NAT"). For the reasons set forth below, the Court sustains NAT's 
general demurrers to the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 16th, and 22nd causes of 
action, with leave to amend. 

General Factual Background  

The 3AC filed by Plaintiff Janice Alamillo ("Janice") alleges 26 causes of action against approximately 
24 defendants. Defendants include Plaintiff's former spouse Laurence Alamillo ("Larry"), the family 
company Alamillo Rebar, Inc. ("ARI") in which Janice and Larry jointly hold an approximate 53% 
interest through their family trust, other members of the Alamillo family who are owners, officers 
and/or directors of ARI, another officer of ARI, and several other related or affiliated entities in which 
Janice has an ownership interest with Larry directly or through their trust, in addition to a number of 
other non-affiliated defendants. (3AC ¶¶ 1, 6, 14-24.) As the 3AC does, the Court uses first names to 
identify some of the individual defendants with the same last name to avoid confusion. 

Janice alleges that she and Larry separated in June 2016 and are in the process of dissolving their 
marriage. (3AC ¶¶ 1, 5.) Janice alleges the Alamillo family member defendants, as well as former 
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employees who worked for ARI or its affiliated entities, certain alleged successor and/or competitor 
entities, and a number of unaffiliated third party companies which did business with ARI, such as NAT 
which provided escrow services for two real estate sale transactions, all had a role in allegedly 
depriving her of the fair value of her share of ARI and the related businesses in which she has a 
financial interest, by deflating the value of the businesses and through mismanagement and other 
acts and omissions. (See, e.g., 3AC ¶¶ 1, 2, 11, 32.) 

 NAT 

NAT, which Plaintiff alleges is named as Defendant "Doe No. 2," is a title company that acted as 
escrow holder in two real estate sales transactions by ARI-related limited liability companies, 325 
West Channel Road, LLC and 361 West Channel Road, LLC (the "Selling LLCs" for convenience. (3AC ¶ 
84.) The real properties were the primary assets of each of the Selling LLCs. (3AC ¶ 84.) Janice alleges 
her written consent was required for the sales for the Selling LLCs to sell their properties. (3AC ¶ 84.) 
She alleges NAT "allowed" the sale of the 325 West Channel Road property to close without her 
written consent. NAT allegedly did so by ignoring the LLC's alleged lack of authority to sell the real 
property without Janice's written consent. (3AC ¶ 84.) Therefore, she alleges NAT was a "co-
conspirator and joint tortfeasor when it participated in the restructuring scheme." (3AC ¶ 84.)  

She also alleges NAT owed fiduciary duties to the shareholders of the parties to the escrow and sales. 
(3AC ¶ 84.) She alleges NAT distributed the 325 West Channel Road sale proceeds "to both valid 
mortgage holders, as well as invalid lien holders and claims by purported insurance and bond issuers, 
such as PIIC, without making any distribution to Janice. (3AC ¶ 84.)  

Though the better practice may have been for NAT to identified and named in the caption of the 3AC, 
the Court deems it sufficient that NAT is named as a defendant in paragraph 84 and in the headings of 
the causes of action asserted against it. 

 NAT's Demurrer and Plaintiff's Opposition 

As far as the Court is aware, NAT's demurrer to the 3AC is the first responsive pleading NAT has filed 
to address Plaintiff's claims. Its demurrer challenges 11 causes of action (3rd, 5th-12th, 16th, and 
22nd). 

Plaintiff has conceded the merits of NAT's demurrers to Plaintiff's 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 16th, and 22nd 
causes of action and requests that Plaintiff be given leave to amend to cure the defects in those 
causes of action. The Court therefore sustains NAT's demurrers to the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 16th and 
22nd causes of action on the grounds raised in NAT's demurrer, with leave to amend.  

Plaintiff contests NAT's demurrers to the breach of fiduciary duty causes of action (3rd and 5th C/As), 
the claim for violation of the Unfair Competition Law, Business & Professions Code section 17200 et 
seq. ("UCL") (6th C/A), and the conspiracy (11th C/A) and aiding and abetting (12th C/A) causes of 
action. For the reasons set forth, the Court finds NAT's demurrers to those causes of action are also 
well-taken. 

 

Standards Governing Ruling on Demurrer 
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In ruling on the demurrer, the Court must accept as true all well-pleaded factual allegations of the 
complaint, but not " 'contentions, deductions or conclusions of fact or law.' " (Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 
39 Cal. 3d 311, 318.) (See also City of Dinuba v. County of Tulare (2007) 41 Cal. 4th 859, 865; Carloss v. 
County of Alameda (2015) 242 Cal. App. 4th 116, 123.) The Court deems the facts alleged to be true, 
"however improbable they may be." (Del E. Webb Corp. v. Structural Materials Co. (1981) 123 Cal. 
App. 3d 593, 604; Universal By-Products, Inc. v. City of Modesto (1974) 43 Cal.App.3d 145, 151.)  

The Court gives the complaint "a reasonable interpretation, reading it as a whole and its parts in their 
context." (Blank v. Kirwan, supra, 39 Cal. 3d at 318.) "In the construction of a pleading, for the 
purpose of determining its effect, its allegations must be liberally construed, with a view to 
substantial justice between the parties." (Code Civ. Proc. § 452.) Further, "[i]f the complaint states a 
cause of action under any theory, regardless of the title under which the factual basis for relief is 
stated, that aspect of the complaint is good against a demurrer." (Quelimane Co. v. Stewart Title 
Guaranty Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 26, 38.) 

In ruling on the demurrer, the Court is limited to consideration of the complaint and matters of which 
the Court can take judicial notice. (Blank v. Kirwan, supra, 39 Cal.3d at 318; Donabedian v. Mercury 
Ins. Co. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 968, 994 ["In reviewing the ruling on a demurrer, a court cannot 
consider, as Mercury would have us do, the substance of declarations, matter not subject to judicial 
notice, or documents judicially noticed but not accepted for the truth of their contents. (Citations 
omitted.)"].) The Court may also consider prior versions of the complaint "particularly where previous 
allegations are altered or omitted without adequate explanation. [citations omitted]" and those facts 
are within the knowledge of the pleader. (Rincon Band of Luiseño Mission Indians etc. v. Flynt (2021) 
70 Cal.App.5th 1059, 1085 [citing Shoemaker v. Myers (1990) 52 Cal.3d 1, 12 (allegations in prior 
verified pleading) and Pierce v. Lyman (1991) 1 Cal.App.4th 1093, 1109, superseded by statute on 
other grounds (allegations in prior unverified pleading considered on demurrer)].)  

Statutory claims are required to be pled with particularity. (Baskin v. Hughes Realty, Inc. (2018) 25 
Cal.App.5th 184, 207 ["Generally, '[w]he[n] a party relies for recovery upon a purely statutory liability 
it is indispensable that he plead facts demonstrating his right to recover under the statute. The 
complaint must plead every fact which is essential to the cause of action under the statute.'," quoting 
Green v. Grimes-Stassforth S. Co. (1940) 39 Cal.App.2d 52, 56.) (See also Lopez v. Southern California 
Rapid Transit District (1985) 40 Cal. 3d 780, 795 [rule that statutory claims must be pled with 
particularity applies to negligence claim under Government Tort Claims Act even though negligence 
can ordinarily be pled generally]; Fischer v. San Pedro Peninsula Hospital (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 590, 
604 ["facts in support of each of the requirements of a statute upon which a cause of action is based 
must be specifically pled."]; Hawkins v. TACA Internat. Airlines, S.A. (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 466, 478-
479 [despite rule of liberal construction, allegations merely parroting statute without alleging facts 
insufficient to state a cause of action].) 

If the demurrer is sustained, plaintiff "has the burden of proving the possibility of cure by 
amendment." (Czaikowski v. Haskell & White, LLP, supra, 208 Cal.App.4th 166, 173 [quoting Grinzi v. 
San Diego Hospice Corp. (2004) 120 Cal.App.4th 72,78-79 (internal quotations omitted)].)  

Analysis 
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A. 3rd and 5th C/As – Breach of Fiduciary Duty (Individual and Derivative)  

NAT generally demurs to these causes of action for breach of fiduciary duty.  

The elements of a cause of action for breach of fiduciary duty are "the existence of a fiduciary 
relationship, breach of fiduciary duty, and damages." (Oasis West Realty, LLC v. Goldman (2011) 51 
Cal.4th 811, 820.) An escrow is one of the relationships that generally gives rise to certain fiduciary 
duties. (See, e.g., Hannon v. Western Title Ins. Co. (1989) 211 Cal.App.3d 1122, 1127 [" 'An escrow 
holder is the limited agent and fiduciary of all parties to an escrow.'," quoting Kirby v. Palos Verdes 
Escrow Co. (1986) 183 Cal.App.3d 57, 64-65].)  

The fiduciary duties of an escrow agent are owed to the parties to the escrow, but not to nonparties 
to the escrow even if the nonparty claims an interest in the transaction. (Summit Financial Holdings, 
Ltd. v. Continental Lawyers Title Co. (2002) 27 Cal. 4th 705, 711-716 ("Summit').) In Summit, the 
plaintiff alleges claims of both breach of fiduciary duty and negligence. Plaintiff cites the portion of 
Summit that addressed the negligence cause of action, in which the Court applied the six factors from 
Biakanja v. Irving (1958) 49 Cal. 2d 647, 650, which determine whether a party owes a legal duty of 
care to another "not in privity" for purposes of establishing a negligence claim under Civil Code 
section 1714. (Summit, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 715.) The parties to the escrow in Summit instructed the 
escrow to pay off a note secured by the real property subject to the escrow transaction, the escrow 
holder knew that the lender had assigned its rights in the note to another lender, but the escrow 
holder followed the parties escrow instructions and paid the original lender. (Id. at 708.) The new 
lender sued the escrow company.  

The California Supreme Court held that the new lender could not state a claim against the escrow 
company for either breach of fiduciary duty or for negligence applying the Biakanja factors. (Id. at 
711, 715-716.) The Court also disapproved Kirby v. Palos Verdes Escrow Co. (1986) 183 Cal.App.3d 57 
in part, stating "Kirby transmuted that agency concept into a holding that transactions by strangers to 
an escrow can supersede and amend the instructions given by the parties to the escrow. Nothing in 
Builders' Control Service supports that remarkable conclusion." [Fn. Omitted.] [¶] For the reasons 
stated, Kirby v. Palos Verdes Escrow Co., supra, 183 Cal. App. 3d 57, is disapproved insofar as it is 
inconsistent with the views expressed herein." (Id. at 714 [emphasis added].) (See also Alereza v. 
Chicago Title Co. (2016) 6 Cal.App.5th 551, 553-554, 560 [affirming judgment of nonsuit for title 
company acting as escrow holding on sole issue of whether escrow owed a legal duty of care to 
plaintiff under Biakanja factors, where plaintiff was not a party to the escrow or named as a third 
party beneficiary of the escrow in the escrow instructions, stating "Even though Alereza provided the 
purchase funds and provided a note secured by his residence, the escrow completed a sale that did 
not involve Alereza personally as buyer or seller. Alereza was not a party to the escrow instructions 
nor was he a third party beneficiary of the transaction."].)  

Janice does not allege that she was a party to the escrows or that she had any direct contractual 
relationship with the escrow company. (3AC ¶ 84.) (See also 3AC ¶ 18.) Paragraph 84 alleges she 
communicated with NAT and that she was a "shareholder" of the Selling LLCs, but she alleges no facts 
to support that she personally was a party to the escrows for the sales of real property by the Selling 
LLCs, entities in which she alleges she had an indirect membership interest through her family trust 
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with Larry. (3AC ¶¶ 18, 84.)  

Plaintiff argues that she can state a breach of fiduciary duty claim applying the Biakanja factors as an 
exception to the general rule that the escrow holder owes no duty to nonparties to an escrow, but 
she does not point to any facts alleged in the 3AC that support such an extension of a legal duty to 
her as a nonparty nor does she explain how she can state such a claim in the face of the Summit 
decision. She also does not cite any case authority in which the Court has held an escrow holder owed 
a fiduciary duty to a nonparty member or shareholder of an entity which is the party to the escrow. 
(See Summit, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 711-716 [rejecting that Biakanja factors support imposition of a 
fiduciary duty by escrow holder to a stranger/nonparty to the escrow]; Alereza v. Chicago Title Co., 
supra, 6 Cal.App.5th at 560.) 

The 5th C/A is stated to be as a "derivative" cause of action without identifying the entity on whose 
behalf the cause of action is alleged. (3AC ¶¶ 191-196) Janice alleges NAT breached a fiduciary duty 
owed to Janice, not to one of the Selling LLCs or any other entity, such that she has not stated one of 
the essential elements of a breach of fiduciary duty claim by alleging a duty owed by NAT to the entity 
on whose behalf she asserts the derivative claim. (3AC ¶ 193.) Related to the allegation that a 
fiduciary duty owed to Janice, rather than one of the entities, is alleged in paragraph 193, the Court 
notes that paragraph 196 alleges harm to various entities proximately caused by breaches of fiduciary 
duty by Larry and other shareholders and officers of ARI, but not by NAT. (3AC ¶ 196.) 

NAT's general demurrers to the 3rd and 5th C/As are sustained, with leave to amend. 

B. 6th C/A - Violation of Business & Professions Code § 17200 et seq. ("UCL") 

NAT generally demurs to the sixth cause of action for violation of the UCL.  

"Business and Professions Code section 17200 et seq. prohibits unfair competition, including 
unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent business acts. The UCL embraces 'anything that can properly be 
called a business practice and that at the same time is forbidden by law.' [Citations and internal 
quotations omitted.] . . . In addition, under section 17200, 'a practice may be deemed unfair even if 
not specifically proscribed by some other law.' [Citation omitted.]" (Korea Supply Co. v. Lockheed 
Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1143 ("Korea Supply") [quoting Cel-Tech Communications, Inc. v. 
Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Co. (1999) 20 Cal.4th 163, 180].) A claim for unfair business practices 
under the UCL by its terms may be asserted for practices that are either "unfair," "unlawful," or 
"fraudulent." (Prakashpalan v. Engstrom, Lipscomb & Lack (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 1105, 1133 [statute 
written in the disjunctive].)  

Though the scope of the UCL is broad, "actions under the UCL are not meant to be substitutes for tort 
or contract actions. [Citation omitted.] 'Instead, the act provides an equitable means through which 
both public prosecutors and private individuals can bring suit to prevent unfair business practices and 
restore money or property to victims of these practices. As we have said, the ‘overarching legislative 
concern [was] to provide a streamlined procedure for the prevention of ongoing or threatened acts of 
unfair competition.' [Citation omitted.]" (Marsh v. Anesthesia Services Medical Group, Inc. (2011) 200 
Cal.App.4th 480, 502 [quoting Korea Supply, supra, 29 Cal.4th at 1150, and affirming trial court order 
sustaining demurrer to UCL claim of anesthesiologist against her medical group, a hospital and others 
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alleging she was unfairly excluded from pursuing her practice with them].)  

NAT contends Plaintiff has not alleged with specificity facts establishing the statutory elements of this 
cause of action against NAT and her right to the remedies provided in the statute of restitution and 
injunctive relief. (Baskin v. Hughes Realty, Inc., supra, 25 Cal.App.5th at 207; Lopez v. Southern 
California Rapid Transit District, supra, 40 Cal. 3d at 795.) Plaintiff does not allege any fraudulent 
practices by NAT, but at most, based on her preceding breach of fiduciary duty claims incorporated 
into this cause of action (3AC ¶ 197) potential unfair or unlawful practices.  

Following Cel-Tech Communications, Inc. v. Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Co. (1999) 20 Cal.4th 163 
("Cel-Tech"), the Court of Appeal for the First Appellate District in Gregory v. Albertson's, Inc. (2002) 
104 Cal.App.4th 845 held that an unfair practice in a consumer case includes one forbidden by law, 
including civil or criminal, federal, state, municipal, statutory, regulatory or " 'court made'  law," or if 
the practice violates public policy, where the practice is immoral, unethical, unscrupulous or " 
'substantially injurious to consumers'." (Id. at 853–854 [quoting People v. Duz-Mor Diagnostic 
Laboratory, Inc. (1998) 68 Cal.App.4th 654, 658].) Violations of public policy to meet the unfair prong 
"must be tethered to specific constitutional, statutory, or regulatory provisions. [Citations omitted.]" 
(Jolley v. Chase Home Finance, LLC (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 872, 907.)  

The "unlawful" prong of the UCL "borrows" violations of other laws and makes those violations a 
violation of the UCL where the conduct constitutes a business practice. (CADC/RADC Venture 2011-1 
LLC v. Bradley (2015) 235 Cal.App.4th 775, 792-793; Cel-Tech, supra, 20 Cal.4th at 180].) Plaintiff 
alleges unlawful conduct based on a violation of the FAL in this cause of action, but Janice also 
incorporates by reference all the allegations preceding this cause of action. 

Plaintiff has not alleged facts with specificity of any unfair or unlawful practices by NAT. The only 
substantive allegations of misconduct "herein alleged" against NAT (see 3AC ¶ 198) are the 
allegations of paragraph 84 which do not support Plaintiff's claims against NAT for any breach of a 
legal duty owed by NAT to Plaintiff or "unfair" practice in following its duties as an escrow holder 
limited by applicable law cited above. (See Opp. p. 9, ll. 4-7, relying on 3AC ¶ 84.) Plaintiff has listed 
NAT in its long list of defendants and series of general factual allegations in paragraphs 198 and 200 
on which her claim against NAT for violation of the UCL is based, but the general allegation that NAT 
engaged in practices designed to "unfairly compete with ARI" or "knowingly and intentionally. . . 
disseminating false, misleading, and deceptive statements" are not supported by any specific facts 
indicating NAT did any of those things. (3AC ¶¶ 84, 196, 198.)  

NAT argues that Janice also has not alleged facts to support that Janice has a basis to obtain 
restitution or an injunction against NAT, the only forms of relief authorized under the UCL for a 
private plaintiff. Though stated as an individual claim by Janice, Janice alleges she and ARI suffered 
"damages" based on the alleged violations of the UCL, a remedy not available under the UCL and the 
False Advertising Law, Business & Professions Code section 17500 et seq. ("FAL"). (3AC ¶ 199; Korea 
Supply, supra, 29 Cal.4th at1 1144 ["A UCL action is equitable in nature; damages cannot be 
recovered."]; Lee v. Luxottica Retail North America, Inc. (2021) 65 Cal.App.5th 793, 800 [only available 
relief is restitution, not damages, under UCL].) Her allegations that she sustained and is seeking 
"damages" do not support this cause of action under the foregoing authority, as the Court has 
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previously pointed out in response to demurrers to both the FAC and SAC.  

Plaintiff has not alleged any facts indicating NAT obtained any property of Plaintiff or in which she has 
an interest to which Plaintiff is entitled or any other basis for restitution against NAT, as Plaintiff in 
effect concedes in not opposing the demurrer by NAT to the 22nd C/A for unjust enrichment (a form 
of restitution). She alleges no ongoing business practices by NAT that would support injunctive relief 
against NAT. (Korea Supply, supra, 29 Cal.4th at 1146-1151 [demurrer to UCL claim should have been 
sustained for failure to allege basis for restitution or injunctive relief].)  

The general demurrers to the sixth cause of action are sustained, with leave to amend. 

C. 11th C/A - Civil Conspiracy 

NAT demurs to this cause of action on the ground Plaintiff has not alleged facts sufficient to state this 
cause of action against it.  

" 'Conspiracy' " itself is not a cause of action; conspiracy allegations are typically made in order to 
assert liability against an actor who did not participate in the underlying wrongful conduct alleged to 
have been committed by another defendant. [Citations omitted.]" (American Master Lease LLC v. 
Idanta Partners, Ltd. (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 1451, 1473.) (See also Daniels v. Select Portfolio 
Servicing, Inc., supra, 246 Cal.App.4th at 1172.) "[A] plaintiff must plead '(1) formation and operation 
of the conspiracy and (2) damage resulting to plaintiff (3) from a wrongful act done in furtherance of 
the common design.' [Citation omitted.]" (Daniels v. Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (2016) 246 
Cal.App.4th 1150, 1173 [quoting Rusheen v. Cohen (2006) 37 Cal.4th 1048, 1062].)  

"Conspiracy is not a separate tort, but a form of vicarious liability by which one defendant can be held 
liable for the acts of another. [Citations omitted.] To establish conspiracy, a plaintiff must allege that 
the defendant had knowledge of and agreed to both the objective and the course of action that 
resulted in the injury, that there was a wrongful act committed pursuant to that agreement, and that 
there was resulting damage. [Citation omitted.] A conspiracy requires evidence 'that each member of 
the conspiracy acted in concert and came to a mutual understanding to accomplish a common and 
unlawful plan, and that one or more of them committed an overt act to further it.' [Citation omitted.] 
Thus, conspiracy provides a remedial measure for affixing liability to all who have 'agreed to a 
common design to commit a wrong' when damage to the plaintiff results. [Citation omitted.]" (IIG 
Wireless, Inc. v. Yi (2018) 22 Cal.App.5th 630, 652].) 

NAT argues the conspiracy claim fails because Plaintiff has not adequately alleged facts supporting 
any underlying tort claims on which its liability for civil conspiracy can be based, several of which 
Plaintiff has conceded are deficient. The Court is sustaining NAT's demurrers to the underlying tort 
claims alleged against NAT that are incorporated into the 11th C/A, including causes of action for 
breach of fiduciary duty, avoidance of transfers under the UVTA, violation of the UCL, and 
constructive fraud. (3AC ¶ 241, incorporating allegations of 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th 
C/As.) The 11th C/A recognizes the crucial role the existence of an underlying wrongful act and 
violation of an independent duty by NAT (3AC ¶ 244) which has not been sufficiently alleged to state 
this cause of action.  

NAT's general demurrer to the 11th C/A is sustained, with leave to amend. 
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D. 12th C/A - Aiding and Abetting 

NAT generally demurs to the 12th C/A. Like conspiracy, a claim for aiding and abetting must be 
connected to an intentional tort by another. The elements of the cause of action for aiding and 
abetting a tort are distinct from civil conspiracy in that the aider and abettor does not need to owe a 
duty to the plaintiff to be liable. (American Master Lease LLC v. Idanta Partners, Ltd., supra, 225 
Cal.App.4th at 1476.) 

The Court in Casey v. U.S. Bank National Assn. (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1138 ("Casey") addressed what 
must be pled to allege liability for aiding and abetting an intentional tort: 

" 'Liability may … be imposed on one who aids and abets the 
commission of an intentional tort if the person (a) knows the other's 
conduct constitutes a breach of duty and gives substantial assistance 
or encouragement to the other to so act or (b) gives substantial 
assistance to the other in accomplishing a tortious result and the 
person's own conduct, separately considered, constitutes a breach of 
duty to the third person.' [Citations omitted.]"  

(Id. at 1144 [emphasis added, quoting Fiol v. Doellstedt (1996) 50 Cal.App.4th 1318, 1325–1326].)  

Plaintiff can state a claim for aiding and abetting by alleging a defendant's actual knowledge of 
another party's breach of duty, such as breaches of fiduciary duty by the Alamillo-related defendants 
in effectuating the restructuring scheme, combined with the defendant providing "substantial 
assistance" or "encouragement" of the other. (Casey, supra, 127 Cal.App.4th at 1144.) A party's 
knowledge of the alleged tortious conduct by another party when the defendant engaged in the 
conduct that allegedly assisting the other party's commission of the tort is essential to state this cause 
of action. (Casey, supra, 127 Cal.App.4th at 1145 [stating "even 'ordinary business transactions' " can 
satisfy the substantial assistance prong if the defendant "actually knew those transactions were 
assisting [another party] in committing a specific tort. Knowledge is the crucial element."].) The Court 
in Casey explained, based on other decisions cited in the opinion, aiding and abetting is based on the 
defendant's " 'intentional participation with knowledge of the object to be obtained'," or defendant's 
" 'conscious decision to participate in tortious activity for the purpose of assisting another in 
performing a wrongful act.' " (Id. at 1145-1146 [quoting Lomita Land & Water Co. v. Robinson (1908) 
154 Cal. 36, 47 and Howard v. Superior Court (1992) 2 Cal.App.4th 745, 748-749 (italics omitted)].)  

Accepting Plaintiff's factual allegations as true on demurrer, that NAT knew Janice's consent to the 
sale of the two properties owned by the Selling LLCs was allegedly required is not sufficient to allege 
NAT knew that the Selling LLCs were breaching any fiduciary duties to Janice or were otherwise 
engaging in tortious conduct which NAT was assisting, or that NAT as escrow holder intentionally or 
consciously determined to assist the Selling LLCs in their alleged commission of a tort. (See, e.g., 
Schulz v. Neovi Data Corp. (2007) 152 Cal.App.4th 86, 94, 97 [finding aiding and abetting allegations 
against payment processors not sufficient that merely alleged conclusory knowledge website was 
illegal, but finding allegations sufficient against other payment processors which included allegations 
of specific conduct by the processor reviewing the website and independently concluding the website 
was operating an illegal lottery].) Plaintiff's allegations in paragraph 84 are insufficient to provide a 
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factual basis for the aiding and abetting cause of action, and the conclusory allegations against NAT 
do not add the facts essential to state this cause of action. 

NAT's general demurrer to the 12th cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. 

 
 

 
  

    

23. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01810 
CASE NAME:  ALAMILLO  VS.  ALAMILLO REBAR, INC. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
FILED BY:  NORTH AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Before the Court is a motion to strike portions of Plaintiff's Third Amended Complaint filed by 
defendant North American Title Company ("NAT"). For the reasons set forth, the motion is granted, 
with leave to amend. Paragraph 9 of the Prayer for Relief of the Third Amended Complaint ("3AC") 
stating, "For punitive damages, to punish Defendants, and each of them, for their fraudulent, 
malicious, and oppressive conduct as set forth in the Fraudulent Scheme," is stricken to the extent 
that paragraph seeks relief against NAT, subject to Plaintiff's right to amend granted in this ruling and 
the Court's related ruling on NAT's demurrer to the 3AC. 

Background 

The factual background and claims asserted against NAT are set forth in the Court's concurrent ruling 
on NAT's demurrer to the 3AC.  

Legal Standards Applicable to Motion to Strike Punitive Damages 

The Court may strike allegations that are “irrelevant, false or improper matter” or any portion of a 
pleading "not drawn . . . in conformity with the laws of this state." (Code Civ. Proc. § 436(a) and (b).) 
Defendants' motion is made on the ground the allegations they seek to strike "request[] relief not 
supported by the allegations of the complaint." (Code Civ. Proc. § 431.10(b)(3).) Like a demurrer, the 
grounds for a motion to strike must appear on the face of the pleading or be based on a matter 
subject to judicial notice. (Code Civ. Proc. § 437.) "A motion to strike, like a demurrer, challenges the 
legal sufficiency of the complaint's allegations, which are assumed to be true." (Blakemore v. Superior 
Court (2005) 129 Cal.App.4th 36, 53 [citing Clauson v. Superior Court (1998) 67 Cal.App.4th 1253, 
1255].)  

It is in the Court's discretion under Code of Civil Procedure section 436 whether to strike portions of 
the complaint. (Code Civ. Proc. § 436; Clements v. T. R. Bechtel Co. (1954) 43 Cal.2d 227, 242; Colden 
v. Broadway State Bank (1936) 11 Cal.App.2d 428, 429.) 

Under Civil Code section 3294, punitive damages may be awarded in "an action for the breach of an 
obligation not arising from contract" where Plaintiff proves the "defendant has been guilty of 
oppression, fraud, or malice." (Civ. Code § 3294(a).) "Oppression" is defined as "despicable conduct 
that subjects a person to cruel and unjust hardship in conscious disregard of that person’s rights." 
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(Civ. Code § 3294(c)(2).) "Malice" is defined as conduct "intended by the defendant to cause injury to 
the plaintiff or despicable conduct which is carried on by the defendant with a willful and conscious 
disregard of the rights or safety of others." (Civ. Code § 3294(c)(1).)  

A motion to strike is properly granted when a complaint fails to allege facts to state a prima facie 
claim for punitive damages under the standards of the statute. (Turman v. Turning Point of Cent. 
California, Inc. (2010) 191 Cal.App.4th 53, 63.) Alleging an intentional tort alone is not enough to 
support a claim for punitive damages, nor are conclusory allegations that merely parrot the language 
of the statute. (Grieves v. Superior Court (1984) 157 Cal.App.3d 159, 166; Blegen v. Superior Court 
(1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 959, 963.)  

Analysis 

NAT moves to strike Plaintiff's prayer for punitive damages against it set forth in paragraph 9 of the 
Prayer for Relief. In response to NAT's motion, Plaintiff has conceded that the 3AC does not allege the 
facts necessary to support a claim for punitive damages against NAT, including in part because of the 
conceded deficiencies in Plaintiff's fraud-based claims against NAT (7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 16th 
C/As). The Court has also sustained NAT's demurrers to the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 11th, 12th, and 22nd C/As. 

NAT's motion also cites Civil Code section 3294(b) which provides an employer is not liable for 
punitive damages based on acts of an employee "unless the employer had advance knowledge of the 
unfitness of the employee and employed him or her with conscious disregard of the rights or safety of 
others or authorized or ratified the wrongful conduct . . . or was personally guilty of oppression, 
fraud, or malice. With respect to a corporate employer, the advance knowledge and conscious 
disregard, authorization, ratification or act of oppression, fraud, or malice must be on the part of an 
officer, director, or managing agent of the corporation." (Civ. Code § 3294(b).) NAT contends, and 
Plaintiff seems to concede, the 3AC does not allege the facts required to support a claim for punitive 
damages under that portion of the statute as well. The Court agrees. 

The motion to strike is granted, with leave to amend. 

 
 

 
 

    
24. 10:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL21-01421 
CASE NAME:  VELOCITY INVESTMENTS  VS.  CARRILLO 
COURT TRIAL HEARING 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Parties to appear and be ready for short cause trial.  A failure to appear may result in the imposition 
of sanctions. 

 
 

 
  

    

25. 10:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL21-04725 
CASE NAME:  BANK OF AMERICA  VS.  MARYJEAN BOUTELLE 
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COURT TRIAL HEARING 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 

 
Parties to appear and be ready for short cause trial.  A failure to appear may result in the 
imposition of sanctions. 

 
 

 

 
  

    

26. 10:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  L22-01736 
CASE NAME:  CAVALRY SPV I, LLC  VS.  TAMIKA SEALS 
COURT TRIAL HEARING 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Parties to appear and be ready for short cause trial.  A failure to appear may result in the 
imposition of sanctions. 

 
 

 
  

    

27. 10:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSL21-01422 
CASE NAME:  VELOCITY INVESTMENTS  VS.  CARRILLO 
COURT TRIAL HEARING 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Parties to appear and be ready for short cause trial.  A failure to appear may result in the 
imposition of sanctions. 

 
 

 

 


